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ABSTRACT 

The Combat Vehicle 90 family of vehicles, developed and manufactured by 
BAE Systems Hägglunds AB in Örnsköldsvik, contains a Vehicle Information 
System that is specific to each model of the vehicle. The core part of this 
information system is generic, and this master’s thesis has looked at the 
possibilities of performing automated testing of this core application, how it 
should be done, and what tools should be used. The conclusion is that 
automated testing is fully possible, even though some restrictions must be 
considered and own software developed to interface the test tool to the tested 
application. A number of suggestions of how this can be done is presented 
together with an evaluation of a number of commercial test tools. 



 

 



 

 

SAMMANFATTNING 

Fordonsfamiljen Stridsfordon 90, som utvecklas och tillverkas av BAE Systems 
Hägglunds AB i Örnsköldsvik, innehåller ett fordonsinformationssystem specifikt 
för varje fordonsmodell. Grunddelen i detta informationssystem är dock 
generiskt för alla fordonsmodeller och detta exjobb har tittat på möjligheterna att 
automattesta denna del, hur det skulle kunna genomföras och med vilka 
verktyg. Slutsatsen är att automattestning är fullt möjlig, dock med vissa 
restriktioner, samt att det krävs viss egen mjukvaruutveckling för att anpassa 
testverktyget till testapplikationen. Ett antal förslag på hur detta kan göras 
presenteras, tillsammans med en utvärdering av kommersiella testverktyg.
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Chapter 1 - Introduction 

This report describes the result of the master’s thesis “Automated test suite for 
VIS Bas” conducted by the author at BAE Systems Hägglunds AB in 
Örnsköldsvik in the late winter and spring of 2006. 
The objective of the master’s thesis was twofold1: 1 – investigate the 
possibilities to perform automated white box testing on the VIS Bas server, and 
theoretically evaluate which commercially available test tools are suitable to use 
for such testing. And 2 – practically evaluate the most promising of these tools, 
implementing a working test environment for the tools to be able to perform the 
tests. 
VIS Bas is the core application of the Vehicle Information System in the Combat 
Vehicle 90 family of vehicles (see Figure 1.1). It provides basic functionality 
onto which the customer project builds its own VIS, specific to their particular 
version of CV90 (for an example see Figure 1.2). 
The report starts off with a short introduction to a number of testing terms and 
expressions. It then explains the software layout of VIS Bas, before breaking 
down and analysing the requirements Hägglunds has put on the test suite. 
Based on this, the layout of the test suite is discussed before the actual market 
survey and test tool analysis are made. Based on this analysis a number of 
tools are then practically evaluated in a “real” working environment. The report 
ends with a presentation of the drawn conclusions. 

                                            
1 For the complete specification of the master’s thesis, see [1]. 

 
Figure 1.1 - CV9030 MkII 

 

Figure 1.2 - An example of the drivers view 
of VIS 
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Chapter 2 - Testing 

2.1 White-box, Black-box, Gray-box etc. 
There are two major concepts or testing techniques that are always mentioned 
together with testing. These are white-box and black-box testing. White-box (or 
Clear-box) testing is commonly referred to a testing technique where the 
knowledge of the internal mechanisms of the test object is well known and this 
knowledge is used in the creation of  the test plan and the test instructions. 
Where as in Black-box testing, no knowledge of the internal function of the test 
object is assumed. Here only the input to, and the output from the system under 
test is of interest. Then these two can be combined into what is commonly 
known as Gray-box or Glass-box testing. An example of Gray-box testing could 
be that after inputting something into a test object and verifying the output (the 
Black-box part) an internal variable is checked to verify that the test object is in 
the expected state (this constitutes the White-box part). 
But as Scott Loveland states on page 29 in [4]: “Regardless of the definitions, 
it’s more important to keep sight of what you do and accomplish, rather that 
what category of test if falls under.”. 

2.2 Testing phases 

2.2.1 Unit Test (Module Test) 
Unit test1, or Module test as is the Hägglunds term, is normally the first testing 
phase performed on any new or updated software. The unit testing is usually 
performed by the developer him or her self, on as small part of the software as 
possible to verify the functionality that the developer has implemented. 

2.2.2 Function Verification Test 
Function Verification Test2 is the test phase following unit test. In this phase a 
number of units or modules are grouped together into a package and tested 
together. Such a package normally provides a limited and well defined 
functionality suitable for testing, hence the name Function Verification Test. 

                                            
1 Though the literature [3,4,5,6] all refer this type of test as Unit test, it is also commonly known 
as Module test (i.e. at Hägglunds) or Basic test (i.e. at Ericsson). 
2 In some literature this phase is referred to as the ”Integration Test phase” since it is the first 
time all pieces of a function are integrated. Scott Loveland finds this misleading, page 31 in [4], 
and promotes the use of Function Verification Test. 
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2.2.3 System Verification Test 
The System Verification Test follows the Function Verification Test. Here the 
entire product is tested on a higher level. Normally focus is on the software 
functionality as seen by the user. System Verification Test is always performed 
in the target environment, where as both Unit Test and Function Verification 
Test might be run in either target or simulated environment. 

2.2.4 Performance Verification Test 
Performance Verification Test is not necessarily a separate phase, but is often a 
part of System Verification Test or even Function Verification Test or Unit Test 
depending on the required level of performance measurements. In any case it is 
often a vital part of testing since it is important to ensure the performance of the 
system under different load conditions. 

2.2.5 Integration Test  
The last test phase is referred to as the Integration Test phase. It is during this 
phase that the ability of the new software to integrate with the customers 
existing software is tested. 

2.3 Automated testing is not testing 
One important thing to bear in mind is that automating testing will probably not 
reduce the time, nor the costs for testing. It might however reduce the time, and 
it will definitely reduce the cost1 for regression testing2. What needs to be 
remembered is that running the automated test scripts means that tests that are 
already written are run on functionality that has been tested before. 
The actual task of testing the new functionality is performed while the new test 
scripts are being developed. It is while writing and debugging these scripts that 
the tester/designer is actually performing the creative work of testing the new 
release. After the scripts has been written, running them on the new code 
simply becomes a mechanical task, and then these new test scripts become 
part of the set of regression testing scripts for the next release. On page 23 in 
[6] the authors states that 85% of the faults are found by manual testing while a 
mere 15% are found by automated testing. This well follows the reasoning that 
automated testing is “simply” regression testing, and should as such find a 
lesser amount of faults than “manual” testing. 
Even though 85% might sound like a high and perhaps even “good enough” 
result, one should remember that testing can never replace code reviews or 
inspections. As mentioned on page 256 in [6], inspections can find up to 80% of 
the defects in a single pass, or as much as 95% in multi pass reviews. So in an 
ideal world, performing multi pass reviews followed by manual testing, we could 
end up with 0.75% remaining faults in our delivered code – now that would be 
something to strive for! 

                                            
1 The cost can be reduced since the automated tests can be run un-supervised over night or 
over the weekend, however it will not reduce the time it takes to run them. 
2 Regression testing is when “old” functionality that has not been modified for the current 
release, is retested to ensure that it still works. 
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Chapter 3 - VIS Bas 

3.1 Software architecture of VIS 
VIS consists of VIS Bas and a customer specific add-on. The Add-on is vehicle 
specific and includes configuration of the GUI and network, see Figure 3.1. 

 
Figure 3.1 - Software layout of VIS 

3.2 Software architecture of VIS Bas 
VIS Bas is built on “off-the-shelf” software and runs on a Windows XP 
embedded operating system. Accessories, like for example a touch screen 
calibration tool is included, and on top of it all are the generic parts developed 
by BAE Systems Hägglunds, the “service providers”, the GUI and a number of 
other resources. In daily talk these generic parts are what is thought of as VIS 
Bas, but to be completely correct VIS Bas includes everything down to and 
including the operating system. For the reminder of this report, any references 
to VIS Bas refers to these generic parts only. 
For a complete specification of the software architecture of VIS Bas please refer 
to [2]. In short, as illustrated in Figure 3.2, VIS Bas consists of three libraries 
(VISServices, VISGUI and VISText), four standalone executables1 (a telnet 
server, an installation application, a keyword protocol server and an ftp server) 
and two Windows services (a CAN service and a Network Time Protocol 
daemon). The customer project writes its own VIS application by using the 
functionality provided by VIS Bas. VIS Bas is designed to support two different 
configurations, a stand alone version where all three libraries reside in the same 

                                            
1 Work is currently underway to convert some of these standalone executables to Windows 
services. 
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executable, and one where the VISServices library acts as a server to clients 
consisting of the VISGUI and VISText libraries. In the client/server configuration 
CORBA is used to facilitate remote procedure calls. 

3.3 Functionality implementation 
All functionality that VIS Bas provides to its users are provided through a 
concept of Service Providers. A Service Provider is a class that provides a user 
with the possibility to subscribe to data change notifications through an 
observer-subject design pattern. Since the layout of the notification event 
information is identical for all service providers (inherited from the same base 
class) the service provider also provide its users with an API to fetch and/or 
modify data given the information received in the notification event. 

3.4 Functionality distribution 

3.4.1 VISGUI.lib 
The main responsibility of VISGUI is to provide a number of base views that can 
be used by the customer application. A view is a placeholder of visible objects 
called gadgets. The view is responsible for all logic, i.e. fetching of data, feeding 
the data to the gadgets etc. The gadgets sole responsibility is to display 
themselves and act on user inputs. Examples of views are: 
MainView, StatusView, VersionView etc. For a complete list see [8]. 

3.4.2 VISText.lib 
VISText provides a number of Service Providers related to text handling. To 
reduce the load on the Ethernet bus (the CORBA interface) the Service 

Figure 3.2- The software architecture of VIS Bas 

TelnetSrv.exe 

VISInstall.exe 

KWPServer.exe 

TinyFTP.exe CANService NTPd

Customer specific
VIS server 

Customer specific
VIS standalone 

Customer specific 
VIS client 

VISServices.lib VISGUI.lib 
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Providers handling large amounts of text are located on the client nodes in the 
client/server configuration. Example of Service Providers are: 
AlarmTextServiceProvider, DiagnosticsServiceProvider, 
ManualsServiceProvider etc. For a complete list see [9]. 

3.4.3 VISServices.lib 
VISServices provides a number of Service Providers and is the core of the VIS 
Bas software package. VISServices is the VIS component that communicates 
with the CAN bus, and hence the majority of its Service Providers are related to 
CAN bus information. Examples are: 
TimeServiceProvider, StatusServiceProvider, VersionServiceProvider etc. For a 
complete list see [10]. 

3.5 Testability 
Even though it is possible to automate the testing of GUI applications both [5] 
and [6] agree that this is difficult, time consuming and often produce unreliable 
results. 
To avoid having to do GUI testing, Hägglunds has decided to, at least at this 
initial stage, only test the VISServices library, see requirement 1 in chapter 4.1. 
Since the majority of the logic in VIS Bas is located in the VISServices library 
(VISGUI and VISText mainly handles the presentation layer) this will give the 
possibility to test the functionality of most Service Providers. 
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Chapter 4 - Requirements on the Test Suite 

4.1 BAE Systems Hägglunds requirements 
Appendix A in [1] lists the following requirements that BAE Systems Hägglunds 
has put on an automated test suite: 
1. The component under test shall be a VIS Bas server test application using 

the VISServices.lib. 
2. The test suite shall cover all relevant VIS Bas service providers API:s. 
3. The lowest layers of VIS Bas shall be included in the tests, down to and 

including CAN. 
4. The test suite shall simulate a number of CAN nodes that generates stimuli 

to the VIS server by means of CAN signals. 
5. The test suite shall simulate a number of VIS clients that requests 

information from the VIS server. 
6. The test suite shall be possible to run both on target computers and in 

simulated environment. 
7. The test suite shall be possible to scale by means of number of clients, 

number of CAN nodes and stimuli on CAN. 
8. The test suite shall contain test cases for performance under high load. 
9. A test run shall result in a report that documents actions taken, responses 

and which test cases that have passed/failed etc. 
10. The test suite shall demonstrate how code coverage, performance and 

memory management tools can be used in the automated tests. 

4.2 Requirement breakdown 
When analysing the requirements in 4.1 each of the requirements might give 
rise to one or more additional requirements that has to be supported by the test 
suite. 

4.2.1 Requirement 1 
“The component under test shall be a VIS Bas server test application using the 
VISServices.lib” 
This requires an application wrapping the functionality of VISServices.lib in an 
executable file including the CORBA interface so that it can be run as a VIS 
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server. Such a wrapper already exists in the TestServer.exe executable which 
is part of the VIS Bas software package. 

4.2.2 Requirement 2 
“The test suite shall cover all relevant VIS Bas service providers API:s” 
This requirement is a bit vague, which API’s are to be considered relevant? 
After consulting with Marléne Westman, the author of [1], it is clarified that what 
is expected is for the test suite to cover all the API’s provided by the service 
providers in VISServices.lib. 

4.2.3 Requirement 3 
“The lowest layers of VIS Bas shall be included in the tests, down to and 
including CAN” 
This gives two alternatives: either the test tool and the test application 
(TestServer.exe) execute on the same computer using either a loop back plug 
on the CAN interface, or two separate interfaces (which might not even be 
supported by the hardware). Or, as suggested in [1], the test tool and the test 
application executes on separate computers. This scenario has a number of 
advantages over the former one: 

• There is no risk of hardware or driver interference in the lower 
communication layers. 

• There is no risk of execution delays in the test application risking failed 
timing tests due to the test tool hogging the CPU or other resources. 

• This scenario is the one that most resembles the actual deployment in the 
vehicle and will also implicitly1 test the lower layers of both the CAN and the 
Ethernet busses. 

4.2.4 Requirement 4 
“The test suite shall simulate a number of CAN nodes that generates stimuli to 
the VIS server by means of CAN signals” 
At first glance it might seem preferable that the test tool could instantiate 
autonomous processes. These could then continuously stimulate the test 
application through the CAN bus to really stress the test application. But 
actually, simpler will probably be better in this case. Since the CAN bus only 
transmits one package at the time, then by leaving it up to the test instruction to 
specify the sequential order of these packages, really nasty situations can be 
simulated. This also reflects the live situation in the vehicle, where there is only 
one process (the VIS server) communicating with the CAN driver i.e. the driver 
is not required to handle scheduling towards the higher layers. Collisions on 
layer 0 and 1 is the responsibility of the transmitting node and hence falls 
outside the scope of this test suite. 

                                            
1 Since the test tool will stimulate the test application through the CAN interface and use the 
CORBA interface for RPC over the Ethernet bus, any faults in these interfaces will result in 
failed test cases on higher levels. 
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4.2.5 Requirement 5 
“The test suite shall simulate a number of VIS clients that requests information 
from the VIS server” 
This is a similar scenario as in 4.2.4 but on the Ethernet bus. Multiple 
autonomous processes could be used to trigger requests from the VIS server, 
but for this to guarantee that any “nasty”1 situations arise the processes must be 
synchronized. As opposed to the case of the CAN bus in 4.2.4 where the 
communication takes place on a packet by packet basis, the Ethernet 
communication is abstracted on a higher level through the use of CORBA. This 
prevents2 issuing tests on a Ethernet package basis. 

4.2.6 Requirement 6 
“The test suite shall be possible to run both on target computers and in 
simulated environment” 
This requirement is fulfilled if the second scenario from chapter 4.2.3 is 
selected, i.e. using two separate computers for the application and the test 
driver. One issue here is that the test driver needs to be able to access the hard 
drive of the computer where the VIS server is executing. This is to be able to 
read logs etc. generated by the server. This is no problem in a simulated 
environment on a test bench, where the drive easily can be shared and 
mounted from the test driver computer, but on the target system there is no 
guarantee that file sharing is active (or even possible to activate since the target 
system runs a minimal installation of Windows XP embedded, the required OS 
components might not even be available), see chapter 5.6 for a further analysis 
of this problem. 

4.2.7 Requirement 7 
“The test suite shall be possible to scale by means of number of clients, number 
of CAN nodes and stimuli on CAN” 
This is not a requirement on the test tool, but on the test cases that will be 
written. 

4.2.8 Requirement 8 
“The test suite shall contain test cases for performance under high load” 
This is not a requirement on the test tool, but on the test cases that will be 
written. 

4.2.9 Requirement 9 
“A test run shall result in a report that documents actions taken, responses and 
which test cases that have passed/failed etc” 
The test tool has to be able to deliver a saveable report of the results from the 
test cycle. 

                                            
1 ”nasty” in this context refer to any situation where collisions, overload or message loss might 
occur. 
2 It is not impossible to handle this on an Ethernet package level, but it would require a profound 
knowledge of the ACE implementation of the TAO ORB. 
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4.2.10 Requirement 10 
“The test suite shall demonstrate how code coverage, performance and 
memory management tools can be used in the automated tests” 
This will require the possibility to run tools like e.g. BoundsChecker on the VIS 
server application. This should not be a problem in the simulated environment 
on the test bench but the question is if it will work in the target system. Since the 
target system consists of a minimal installation of Windows XP embedded there 
is no guarantee that any third party tools will run correctly on it. This might 
however not be a problem, if the application is tested in the simulated 
environment and code coverage and memory management can be analysed 
there, it should be minimal differences in the target system.  What will differ, 
aside from the performance, is the code that require the target system to be run, 
e.g. functionality regarding Unit ID.  
Regarding the differences in performance, this can be handled by some sort of 
multiplication factor describing the relative performance differences. But the 
question is if it actually is the absolute value in the target system that is of 
interest? It should be more interesting to monitor improvement or degradation 
between releases – then this could be performed simply in the simulated 
environment since the change here will be directly proportional to the change in 
the target environment. 

4.3 Requirement summary 
The TestServer.exe application that is a part of the VIS Bas software package 
should be used as the application under test (AUT), 4.2.1 and 4.2.2. The AUT 
should run on one computer and the test automation tool on another to enable 
the testing of the CAN drivers, 4.2.3. The load on the CAN bus should be 
controlled by the test automation tool as it transmits packages on the CAN bus, 
4.2.4. To stress test the CORBA connection to the VIS server, multiple 
instances of the test tool will have to be run simultaneously, either on the same 
computer or on separate ones. In any case, these instances has to be 
synchronized to guarantee stressing the CORBA interface, 4.2.5. The test tool 
must be able to run an FTP client to access the file system on the VIS server so 
that it can verify changes and fetch files. This also requires the FTP server on 
the VIS server to be correctly configured, 4.2.6. The results from the tests must 
be saved into log files, 4.2.9. And finally, it must be possible to run the test suite 
with the AUT executing in a code coverage or memory analysis program like for 
instance BoundsChecker, 4.2.10. 
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Chapter 5 - The Test Suite 

5.1 Layout 
In the CV90 family of vehicles, VIS is deployed in a client/server configuration 
as depicted in Figure 5.1. 

 
Figure 5.1 - The VIS deployment in CV90 

This fact and the discussions in chapters 4.2.1 and 4.2.3 leads to the 
conclusion that the best layout of a test suite for VIS Bas is to run 
TestServer.exe on one computer, this might be the actual target computer or an 
ordinary PC on a test bench, and a test tool on a second computer. The two 
computers must then be connected to the same Ethernet and CAN busses so 
that the one running the test tool can generate stimuli onto the CAN bus and 
then call the API’s of VISServices.lib to verify it’s functionality, see Figure 5.2. 
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Figure 5.2 - Layout of the test suite 

5.2 The test tool 
When it comes to the test tool there are two choices: Write our own or buy a 
commercial tool. There are pros and cons to both of these choices: 
1. Write our own test tool 
+ We will have the possibility to get it exactly as we need it. 
+ Any changes or bug corrections could be implemented quickly. 
- Expensive to maintain. 
- We will only implement what we need and thus will miss out on 

functionality that might be good but we have yet to realise it. 
2. Buy a commercial tool 
+ If the right tool is chosen, the tool will continue to evolve over time. 
+ We will get more functionality than we need. 
- We will end up paying for more functionality than we need. 
- It will have to be manually “tailored”1 to be usable. 

Since the purpose of this investigation is to find suitable tools for performing 
automated testing of VIS Bas, the alternative of writing our own tool is 
considered outside the scope of this investigation. The rest of the report will 
focus solely on the use of commercially available tools. 

                                            
1 Since we are unlikely to find a commercial tool that directly gives us both CAN and 
Ethernet/CORBA communication, the chosen test tool will have to be extendable to allow 
implementation of this functionality into the tool. [6] discusses this on page 246 and concludes 
that choosing a commercial tool will always result in the need for tailoring due to the general 
design of these tools. 
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5.3 The CAN bus 
VIS Bas uses a CAN driver from Saab Aerotech1 which provides API 
functionality consistent with the ISO/OSI Layer 2 (Data Link Layer). This driver 
is implemented as a DLL named CANPie2. In VIS Bas the driver is accessed by 
CANService.exe which is a Windows service that is part of the VIS Bas 
package, for a full description see [11]. CANService provides a message queue 
(CANQueue) that is available to users through the use of shared memory, see 
Figure 5.3. 

When designing the test suite there are a number of alternatives on how to 
handle the CAN bus on the computer executing the test tool. 

Figure 5.4 illustrates the various choices. The first choice is weather to use the 
available Saab CAN driver or buy a completely new one. By buying a new one 
the testing might reveal incompatibilities between the Saab driver and the new 
driver which might indicate errors in the Saab driver (but might just as easy be 
errors in the new driver). 
                                            
1 Saab Aerotech was previously known as AT or Aerotech Telub. 
2 CANPie.dll is free software distributed under the terms of the GNU General Public License. 
Saab Aerotech delivers their own proprietary version of CANPie.dll that implements the 
communication with Saab’s CAN bus hardware. 

Figure 5.3 - Layout of the CAN driver in VIS Bas 

Figure 5.4 - CAN driver decision tree 
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Should the choice be to go for the Saab driver, then the next question becomes 
if the test suite should communicate directly with Saab’s CANPie.dll, or if we 
should write a new DLL that takes on the role of CANService.exe, or use the 
existing CANService.exe (which is part of the application under test – VIS Bas, 
on the server side)? 
The argument for communicating directly with CANPie.dll is that then no new 
software has to be developed (assuming that the test tool can communicate 
with DLLs). On the other hand, the test scripts will have to “talk CAN” on an 
unnecessarily low level, a level that in VIS Bas is handled by CANService.  
Should CANService be used, then there is a theoretical risk that faults in it (it is 
considered to be part of the application under test, see chapter 4.1 requirement 
3) can be cancelled out and go undetected (or it might actually reveal faults 
earlier, this is impossible to know), but it would at least be identical to the live 
scenario in the vehicle. Since CANService is a Windows service, an application 
or DLL will have to be written to act as an interface between the service and the 
test tool. 
A third alternative is to write a completely new “CANService”, but write it as a 
DLL directly for the test tool to communicate with. This solution is the most 
expensive (maintenance and development wise) and risky one since it requires 
the most functionality in the new DLL. 
If the existing CANService is used, a third decision has to be made regarding 
the version policy of CANService during a project. By deciding on a “stable” (as 
far as is known) version of the interface and the Saab CAN driver, and sticking 
to that same version throughout the project for the test suite, errors in newer 
versions of ether one might be detected. 
After discussing this with Marléne Westman, the author of [1], it was decided to 
use a known “stable” version of CANService.exe and CANPie.dll. This will also 
require writing the interfacing DLL. 

5.4 The Ethernet bus 
The Ethernet bus is used by CORBA for performing RPC’s in the client/server 
configuration. The market survey presented in Chapter 6 found only a few tools 
that use CORBA, and none of these use the ACE implementation of the TAO 
ORB that VIS Bas uses. The practical evaluation of interesting tools that is the 
natural continuation of this investigation, has to test the CORBA ability of these 
tools against VIS Bas. But the most likely scenario is that we will have to write a 
DLL to handle the communication between the test tool and the Service 
Providers of VIS Bas (called with RPC through Corba). 

5.5 Time measurement 
There are time requirements on VIS Bas which the test suite has to be able to 
measure. [RCS20] and [RCS21]  in [7] puts time requirements on when 
information from the CAN bus at the latest must be presented on the display 
and how much out of synch the clients clock my be relative to the servers. To 
be able to measure time requirements like this, the test suite must be able to 
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measure time intervals with a resolution of at least 10ms1. Should the selected 
tool not be able to do this, the functionality has to be provided by us. 

5.6 Hard drive events 
Some of the functionality provided by VISServices results in changes in files 
and of the file system of it’s hard drive (i.e. saving of log files). To be able to 
verify these actions, the test computer must be able to access the hard drive of 
the computer running the test application. This is no problem on the test bench 
where the drive can be shared over the Ethernet network and mounted as a 
“local” drive on the test tool computer. This possibility does however not exist in 
the target system. Here we can not assume that file sharing is activated in the 
network or even possible to activate since the target system runs a minimal 
installation of Windows XP embedded.  
The solution to the problem is to make use of the FTP server that is part of VIS 
Bas and that is running on the server side. By adding a special test user to the 
FTP server, and making sure that the directory into which VIS saves its log files 
is accessible2 to this user, any changes in the file structure can be monitored by 
the test tool through an FTP client, and any files can be fetched and their 
contents verified. 
There are at least two alternatives for how to handle the FTP client part on the 
test tool side. 1 – a tiny FTP client could be implemented, either as an ordinary 
application or better yet as a DLL, and then the test tool could utilize this. Or 2 – 
any available FTP client could be installed on the test computer and used by 
the test tool. 

5.7 Initial state 
One important aspect of automated testing is the fact that the tests are 
supposed to run unsupervised. Should a test case fail, this must not have an 
impact on other test cases. That is, each test case should be considered an 
autonomous entity starting in a well defined initial state and ending in another 
well defined state. Thus an initial state for one test case should not be the end 
state of the previous test case. Ensuring this both enables the unsupervised 
execution of automated test cases as well as the possibility to rerun only the 
failed test cases after software corrections. 
The question is how to find such a well defined initial state and how to set it? 
The simplest solution to this problem is to use the state after start of the VIS 
server application. By adding commands for starting and stopping an 
application to the FTP server discussed in chapter 5.6, the test tool can restart 
the VIS server before each test case to ensure a well defined initial state. 
Adding commands to the FTP server does not change the possible solutions 
discussed in chapter 5.6. Any FTP client implementing the ‘literal’ command3 
can use this to send any command to a server. 

                                            
1 10ms is the lowest time interval required in [7] which makes this the lowest acceptable 
resolution. 
2 The <root> tag in FTPConfig.xml has to be set to the same or any ”higher” directory than the 
one into which VIS saves its log files. 
3 The Windows console based FTP client has this ability. 
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5.8 Tailoring 
The amount of tailoring required is related to the tool that is chosen. Three 
different levels of required tailoring has been identified: 
1. If the tool can interface to CORBA, communicate with third party DLLs1 and 

measure time with a resolution of at least 10ms, then no tailoring is 
required. 
This is the most desirable situation since it does not require any extra 
utilities to work. 

2. If the tool can not interface to CORBA or the CORBA interfaces are 
incompatible. And/or the tool has no time measurement functionality (or too 
low resolution). As long as it can call routines in external DLLs we can 
always implement a DLL that acts as an interface towards our CORBA 
interface and also provide time measurement functions with the required 
resolution. 
This is the second best solution. By introducing our own DLL we have more 
software to maintain which will cost money in the end. But by using a DLL 
we have the possibility to get efficient code2 and clean interfaces towards 
the test tool.  

3. Should the tool lack the ability to call external DLLs then an application 
(.exe) could be written to handle all three functionalities, i.e. CORBA and 
DLL communication and time measurement. 
This is the least desirable solution since it will be challenging to get a clean, 
maintainable interface towards the test tool. This solution is also the one 
that runs the highest risk of introducing timing errors into measurements 
because of the execution level. 

                                            
1 A DLL will be written to interface to the Windows service CANService.exe. 
2 A DLL runs on a lower execution level in Windows that an ordinary application does, this 
provides for more efficient code execution. Also the API can be kept clean since a DLL is a 
natural abstract data type. 
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Chapter 6 - Automated testing tools 

6.1 Market survey 
Searching the internet (using Google) for the term “automated testing tool” 
results in thousands of hits. Two conclusions can directly be drawn from this: 1 
– the interest for automated testing tools is huge, and 2 – analysing the search 
result is way to great a task for this investigation. The conclusion is that the 
amount of tools to evaluate has to be limited in some way. 
Elfriede Dustin, author of [5], is one of the moderators of the internet web site 
QAForums.com [3]. This site contains a number of discussion groups in 
different categories, all relating to testing, see Appendix B.  
To limit the scope of this investigation, only the tools discussed on this site has 
been chosen for evaluation, with one exception, Cantata++ which has been 
included because other Hägglunds departments are evaluating it. 

6.2 Analysis of the tools 

6.2.1 Introduction 
In Appendix C all investigated tools are listed. For each tool, a short description 
is given, this description is taken directly from the vendors web site or tool 
promotion documentation. The price of the tool is presented, as far as can be 
determined since most of the bigger tools are normally not sold on a per licence 
basis, but each customer negotiates a deal with the vendor for X number of 
licences and support and upgrades etc. etc. So the pricing information should 
only be seen as a guide. And then the usability of the tool is presented. The 
tools are categorized into one of three groups depending on its estimated 
usability as an automated testing tool for VIS Bas: 
Group 1 – This tool seems well suited for testing VIS Bas and will take part in 

future tryouts. 
Group 2 – It might be possible to use this tool for VIS Bas testing, but it will not 

be further evaluated unless none of the group 1 candidates are 
choosen. 

Rejected – The tool is not suited for VIS Bas testing, or there are other tools by 
the same vendor that is part of groups 1 or 2. 

See also Appendix C. 
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6.2.2 Result 
What is clearly obvious is that the majority of the tools are either test tracking 
tools, for keeping track of executed tests, mapping tests towards requirements 
and/or logging fault reports. Or load testing tools for loading down and stress 
testing web servers running web based applications. 
Anyway, a number of tools has been identified as possibly usable for automated 
testing of VIS Bas. These are: 
Group 1: 

1. TestComplete by AutomatedQA 
2. QARun by Compuware 
3. Cantata++ by Information Processing Ltd. (IPL) 
4. SilkTest by Segue 

Group 2: 
1. WinRunner by Mercury 
2. Robot by Rational (IBM) 

The four tools in group 1 should be practically evaluated by requiring demo 
versions and setting up a basic test environment. Should none of the tools in 
group 1 turn out to be suitable, the two tools in group 2 should also be 
evaluated. 

6.2.3 Support 

One important point for tool selection that has not been addressed so far, is the 
possibility to receive support for the tool, both in the short run, but perhaps even 
more important in the long run. That is, will the vendor be around in ten years? 
The most common criteria for determining this is usually to look at the size of 
the vendor: 
AutomatedQA –  Founded in 1999 

Annual turnover: ?  
Number of Employees: ? 

Compuware –  Founded in 1973 
Annual turnover: > $2 billion 
Number of Employees: 15,000 

IPL –  Founded in 1979 
Annual turnover: ? 
Number of Employees: 240 

Mercury –  Founded in 1989 
Annual revenue: $685 million 
Number of Employees: 2,659 

Rational –  Bought by IBM in 2002 
Annual revenue: $96 billion 
Number of Employees: 329,001 
Prior to 2002 the revenue was $500 million and they 
employed 3,300. 
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Segue –  Founded in 1988 
Annual revenue: $30 million 
Number of Employees: 200 

Aside from AutomatedQA the youngest vendor has been around for 17 years, 
and the smallest has 200 employees. AutomatedQA is a bit of an outsider in 
this group. It is hard to find any information about size and economy, but they 
have been around for 7 years, and they sell the absolutely cheapest tool of the 
lot – the list price being around one tenth of any of the other tools. And their 
customer support gets nothing but praises where ever you look on the internet. 
Based on this information it should be safe to buy from any of the listed 
companies, perhaps with a question mark for AutomatedQA, but on the other 
hand, if the tool does the job and the support is satisfactory, why pay more? 
Addendum! 
On April 20:th 2006, in the middle of the tool evaluations, Segue was purchased 
by Borland Software Corporation. Borland was founded in 1983, had a revenue 
of $277 million  in 2005, and employs 1,269 persons. 

6.3 Conclusion this far 
This investigation has looked at the possibilities of performing automated 
testing on VIS Bas. The conclusion is that this is fully possible, even though 
some tailoring of the chosen test tool will have to be done. Furthermore a 
number of test tools have been theoretically analysed and those found suitable 
has been pointed out. Also a small practical test has been performed, verifying 
the possibility to provide access to the VIS Bas Service Providers through a 
DLL with a simple interface that hides the gruesome parts of CORBA. 
The next step is now to request demo versions of the pointed out tools and start 
a practical evaluation. Using the tools to perform real tests on VIS Bas and 
evaluating tool capabilities, ease of use etc. The goal of course being to 
pinpoint the one and only greatest and most fabulous tool for VIS Bas testing. 
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Chapter 7 - Evaluating the selected test tools 

7.1 Acquiring licenses 
Acquiring demonstration/evaluation licenses for the selected tools were not as 
straightforward as one might have expected. 
TestComplete was available in a 30 day evaluation version, free to download 
from AutomatedQA’s website. 
SilkTest was also available for free with a 30 day evaluation license from 
Segue’s website. After talking to their sales representative for Scandinavia, 
MCG Software A/S in Denmark, it was no problem getting an extension to this 
evaluation license either. 
Cantata++ was provided on an installation CD by their Swedish representatives 
NoHau. NoHau also arranged a 30 day evaluation license that was separately 
mailed from the manufacturer IPL in the UK. 
Both NoHau/IPL, Segue and also Mercury (se below) all have shown great 
interest in the progress of the evaluation, calling and mailing to make sure the 
evaluation process was running smoothly. This is not surprising, considering the 
price of the tools. The fact that AutomatedQA does not work with follow up in 
the same way as the others is probably directly related to the price of their 
product, which is about 1/10’th of their competitors. 
One company turned out to be really difficult (no to say completely impossible) 
to work with, and that was Compuware. A request for an evaluation license was 
sent to their Swedish office on Monday March 27’th, by Tuesday April 4’th they 
still had not replied, so a question was sent to their headquarter in the USA, 
explaining the wish to evaluate QARun and asking why they had not replied to 
the initial request? A couple of hours later their Swedish representative phoned. 
Unfortunately not much came out of that call. It seems Compuware does not 
supply evaluation licenses without first giving an on site demonstration. It was 
never mentioned, but the impression was that they were reluctant to travel the 
550 km from Stockholm to Örnsköldsvik to hold such a demonstration. They 
finally promised they would investigate how such a demonstration could be 
arranged, and that they would come back with a solution. This was the last that 
was heard from them – they never even bothered to say “no thanks”. Due to this 
reluctance to sell their product it was removed from the list of tools to evaluate 
and replaced with WinRunner by Mercury. 
Shortly after sending the request for a license to Mercury, a Swedish sales 
person located in the UK phoned. The sails person mainly wanted to know what 
we were intending to test with WinRunner. After explaining this, the call was 
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quickly transferred to a technician. The technician concluded that WinRunner 
was probably not what we were looking for – actually he came across as really 
reluctant to provide a license for WinRunner. Instead he promoted QuickTest 
Professional and LoadRunner, both of which are available in 30 days evaluation 
versions from their website. 
About a month later, at the very end of the planned evaluation period, another 
Mercury representative phoned. This guy was situated in Kista, and now 
suddenly there was no problem whatsoever to obtain a license for WinRunner. 
Upon his request Mercury provided a license number and a download location. 
So, in the end we ended up with licenses to six tools: TestComplete, SilkTest, 
Cantata++, QuickTest Pro, LoadRunner and WinRunner (the last three all from 
Mercury). A choice was made to take the opportunity to evaluate all six of them, 
instead of just the planned four.  

7.2 The evaluation setup 

7.2.1 Baseline 
The evaluations were performed on a single Dell OptiPlex standalone PC 
equipped with an Intel Pentium 4, 3.20 GHz CPU and 1Gb of RAM. The 
operating system was Microsoft Windows XP Professional version 2002 with 
service pack 2. 
The VIS Bas server used was the “5_components\test\TestServer.exe” labeled 
“2.0 R9 (Base)”. 
The VIS Bas server configuration file “5_components\test\testserver.xml” 
labeled “2.0 R9 (Base)” was used with the xml tag <can_hardware> modified 
from 4 (SIMCAN) to 3 (ATCAN). 

7.2.2 Controlling the VIS Server 

To enable automated testing of VIS Bas, some changes had to be made to the 
software. Great care were taken to limit these changes as much as possible, 
and when possible, the added code has been made removable through the use 
of ifdef1 statements. 
For the test tool to be able to control the VIS Server, drive data to it and access 
its service providers functionality remotely, three dll’s were developed to provide 
this functionality. 

7.2.2.1 Server Side 

The test tool must be able to set the VIS server into a well defined initial state 
(see chapter 5.7). To give the test tool the possibility to restart the VIS server, 
the FTP server that is part of VIS Bas was modified2 by adding three commands 
to it: 

                                            
1 An ifdef statement is used in C and C++ code to include or exclude parts of the source code 
from compilation based on e.g. command line arguments or defined constants. 
2 The Tiny FTP application was modified. The FTP server has since been ported to a Windows 
Service, these changes should also be ported to it. 
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FNDW (Find Window), given a window caption it returns true or false depending 
on if a main window with a matching caption is found. 
START, given a path to an application and an optional string of arguments, it 
starts the specified application. The returned true or false only indicates weather 
the issuing of the start command was successful, it is up to the caller to verify 
that the application actually started, for instance by sending a FNDW command. 
STOP, given a window caption it terminates the application that has a main 
window caption that matches. The returned true or false only indicates if the 
issuing of the command was successful. To verify actual termination FNDW can 
be used. 
Only two files in VIS Bas was modified to provide for these changes: 
‘FtpSession.h’ and ‘FtpSession.cpp’. Also, the added code is ifdef controlled 
through a constant in ‘FtpSession.h’, enabling the added code to be completely 
removed when compiling the delivered version1. 

7.2.2.2 Test tool side, Corba 
There were two reasons for writing the Corba dll. The first one was that TAO (or 
the ACE ORB) used as Corba implementation in VIS Bas consists of thousands 
of files. One does not want to have to recompile these every time a test script is 
recompiled. By lifting the actual Corba interface into a dll, the test scripts only 
have to reference the interface functions of the dll and the dll does not have to 
be changed or recompiled until changes has been made to the service provider 
interface in VIS Bas. 
The second reason is that VIS Bas implements a heart beat functionality in the 
Corba interface. Before a client (the test script in this case) can communicate 
with the server, this heart beat functionality has to be started. And for each call 
to a server provided function, the client has to verify the connection and honour 
specified time-outs. To make the test scripts as easy as possible it was decided 
to have the logic for this in the dll, hidden from the test script. 

7.2.2.3 Test tool side, FTP 

A dll was written through which the test tool can control applications on the 
remote computer. The dll was based on the ‘FtpClient’ class which is part of the 
telnet server in VIS Bas. To get as small an impact as possible on the existing 
VIS Bas code, a new class ‘FtpClientEx’ was constructed inheriting ‘FtpClient’. 
This limited the impact on existing code to the file ‘FtpClient.h’ where the 
visibility declarations of ‘bufferSize’ and ‘m_stream’ in the ‘FtpClient’ class was 
changed from private to protected so that ‘FtpClientEx’ could access them, see 
Figure 7.1. 

                                            
1 A possibly better solution would have been to utilize the debug/release flags of the compiler, 
something that should be considered in the future. 
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FTP::FtpClientInterface

open()
connect()
disconnect()
setCurrentDir()
getCurrentDir()
createDir()
removeDir()
putFile()
getFile()
getFileSize()
renameFile()
deleteFile()

FtpClient (original)
bufferSize
m_stream
m_streamData
m_errorData
m_errorDataSize
ftpCallback
instanceCounter

connect()
disconnect()
getFile()
getFileSize()

FtpClient (new)
bufferSize
m_stream
m_streamData
m_errorData
m_errorDataSize
ftpCallback
instanceCounter

connect()
disconnect()
getFile()
getFileSize()

FtpClientEx

setNoCallback()
startApp()
stopApp()
isAppRunning()

FTPClientDll.dll (Function Based)

FTP_Connect()
FTP_Disconnect()
FTP_StartApp()
FTP_StopApp()

FTP_IsAppRunning()
FTP_GetFile()

FTP_GetFileSize()

FTPClient
ftpClient

connect()
disconnect()
getFile()
getFileSize()
startApp()
stopApp()
isAppRunning()

FTPClientDll.dll (Class Based)

FTPClient

 
Figure 7.1 - The class diagram of the FTP client 

Since different test tools have different abilities to access properties exported by 
a dll, two versions of the FtpClientDll.dll was written. One who only exported a 
single class ‘FTPClient’, and one who exported a number of functions, each of 
which represents the methods in ‘FTPClient’. The exported functions were 
named with a ‘FTP_’ prefix due to a namespace collision problem. 

7.2.2.4 Communicating on the CAN bus 

As previously discussed (see chapter 5.3)  the CAN bus should be accessed by 
using a stable version of CANService.exe which is part of VIS Bas.  
Unfortunately, due to lack of time, no such interface was developed. Instead a 
prototype dll was written to illustrate how this would be done. The prototype can 
simulate up to 32 nodes on the CAN bus by sending “fake” NWM frames (see 
Appendix D). To verify that this really worked, a small test tool was also written. 
This test tool takes the place of CANService.exe and analyses the CAN 
messages that are put into the shared memory of CANQueue, presenting the 
user with a list of NWM frame sender id’s. Should a NWM frame for a certain 
sender id not be received within the timeout time it is removed from the list of 
present id’s. 
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7.3 Evaluating the test tools 

7.3.1 TestComplete 

7.3.1.1 The IDE 
When starting TestComplete, the user is presented with a main window 
showing the “Project Workspace” (Figure 7.2). This window consists of two 
major parts: to the left is a project tree browser, and to the right is a work space 
displaying what is currently selected in the tree browser. 
The projects are ordered in an hierarchy with a “project suite” containing a 
number of “projects” that contains “project elements” like scripts, data etc. This 
setup is almost optimal from a VIS Bas point of view where the project suite 
“VIS Bas” might contain one project for each of the service providers that in turn 
can contain a number of scripts to test all interfaces of that service provider. 
This provides a structured way of selecting which test cases to run. 

 
Figure 7.2 – Project workspace window of TestComplete 

Starting TestComplete might take as long as two minutes. This is due to the fact 
that TestComplete at start-up links itself into all running processes. This enables 
the user to visually, in the “Object Browser” window (Figure 7.3), inspect which 
objects (variables and methods/functions) are available for reading and writing 
by the test scripts. In this window, each running process is listed in the tree 
browser to the left, and all visible variables and their values are shown to the 
right. 
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Figure 7.3 – The Object browser window of TestComplete 

7.3.1.2 The Scripting Language 
TestComplete supports five different scripting languages: DelphiScript, 
VBScript1, JScript2, C++Script and C#Script. The last three all uses the JScript 
engine from Microsoft which thus must be installed. Even though the 
documentation tries to be generic and include examples in all five languages 
this is not always so. The only language that is fully exemplified and supported 
by the documentation is DelphiScript. 
There is no dependence between the language of the AUT and the choice of 
scripting language. It is even possible to mix scripting languages within the 
same test suit (project). 
An example of the scripting language is provided in Appendix E.1. 

7.3.1.3 The Test Suite Setup 
Since TestComplete does not have CORBA support, the approach discussed in 
chapter 5.8 point 2 was taken, that is, a dll was written to handle all of the 
CORBA specific tasks. Unfortunately this failed miserably. For some reason, 
when TestComplete has loaded the dll, and the test script calls the dll function 
CorbaInit which initializes the ORB, an access violation is generated by the TAU 
code. This only happens when the dll is used by TestComplete. When the same 
dll is used by other test tools, this does not happen. 
                                            
1 Visual Basic Script 
2 Java Script 
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A number of approaches were tried to work around this problem, but finally the 
dll approach was rejected for TestComplete. Instead an ordinary Windows 
application was written to encapsulate the CORBA code. 
Initially it was very hard to get TestComplete to access methods in the windows 
application. Sometimes they showed up in the object browser and could be 
called, sometimes they did not. It was finally determined that this depended on 
three things: 
1 –  Methods that are supposed to be accessible from TestComplete have to be 

declared in a class that has a window. 
2 – It is not enough to declare the methods public. They have to be declared in 

the first public section of the class. 
3 – It is not enough to let the Microsoft Visual C++ tool build the application. It 

must be rebuilt after every change to the TestComplete interface since it 
seems the debug information that TestComplete uses to access the 
methods is not otherwise correctly updated. 

Once these rules (which are not mentioned in any documentation) are followed 
accessing methods works well. 
Accessing variables in an application (or dll) is not straightforward either. 
Integer based variables works, but not pointers. The actual pointer is visible 
from TestComplete, but it is not possible to view the memory it refers to. This 
makes it impossible to access vectors, strings, buffers etc. The initial approach 
to work around this limitation was to add methods to the windows application to 
set and read its variables, letting these methods  pass their arguments by 
reference. This worked one way, in setting the variables. But any changes 
made to the arguments in the application is never received back in 
TestComplete. A test was made that showed that even though it did not work 
for applications, it did work for dll’s. So a dll was written through which 
TestComplete can get the variables from the windows application. Initially this 
too failed. It was discovered that TestComplete, when loading a dll, creates an 
own instance of the dll, disregarding the instance already loaded by the 
application and windows1. This means that the two dll instances do not share 
memory space, and hence the transfer of data between them was not possible. 
This final problem was solved by using shared memory2 in the dll. 
Finally a test suite was produced that looked like Figure 7.4. 

                                            
1 This behaviour is not specific to TestComplete. It was later discovered that this is how most of 
the test tools handle the loading of dll’s. 
2 VIS Bas already contained classes implementing shared memory. By reusing these classes in 
the test suite a quick, simple and working solution was achieved. 
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Figure 7.4 - Test suite setup for TestComplete 

The TestServer.exe is the AUT. It provides a number of methods accessible 
through RPC with Corba. The Corba.exe encapsulates the thousands of files 
that are part of the TAU Corba distribution. It also provides ordinary C++ 
functions (methods) that can be called by the test tool TestComplete.exe and 
which are linked on through Corba to TestServer.exe. The functions that only 
returns integer type variables does this directly, while functions that returns 
other more complex data types uses TCVarStore.dll to store these in a shared 
memory location. TestComplete.exe then uses it’s instance of TCVarStore.dll to 
read this data. TestComplete.exe can also use TCVarStore.dll to set data in 
shared memory prior to calling a function in Corba.exe should this function 
require other arguments than integers. 

7.3.1.4 Result 
The results from running TestComplete are presented in a log window as shown 
in Figure 7.2. Here all executed test scripts are listed and failed ones marked. 
TestComplete also creates a log file for each run, as required in chapter 4.2.9. 
This log file is in xml format and is therefore easily machine readable should 
such needs arise in the future. 

7.3.1.5 Support 
Even though TestComplete is by far the cheapest of the tested tools, the 
customer support of AutomatedQA gets lots of praise on different forums on the 
internet. Even though I did not have much need for support I did ask one 
question on their customer support forum. Within one hour I had received a full 
and detailed answer. Though one question is not enough to base an opinion on 
the quality of their support, it does not contradict what others are saying on the 
internet. 

7.3.1.6 Conclusions 
Even though it took some doing to get the test suite to work, once it did, it 
worked well. The fact that TestComplete supports five different scripting 

TestServer.exe Corba.exe TCVarStore.dll

Corba Corba 

TCVarStore.dllTestComplete.exe

Shared Memory Function calls Read Integer 
type variables 

Read / write 
Strings and struct’s 
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languages is both a good thing and a bad. Good in the sense that the tester 
might use the language he or she is familiar with. Bad in the sense that perhaps 
not all of the help files contains examples and syntax descriptions in all five 
languages (as is the case with the tested version). Also the hierarchical 
structure of the projects in the GUI fits well with the structure of the VIS Bas 
application. Altogether this makes TestComplete a strong candidate for 
automated VIS Bas testing.  

7.3.2 SilkTest 

7.3.2.1 The IDE 
The layout of the main window of SilkTest is basically the same as that for 
TestComplete, see Figure 7.5. The project (in this case “VIS Bas”) consists of a 
number of default folders, among which are: Script, Include, Data and Results. 
In the first three, sub-folders can be created making grouping of files simple. In 
the Script folder, the actual test scripts are stored. In Include, as the name 
suggests, any include files needed by the scripts are stored. And in the Data 
folder, special data files used for data driven testing are stored. The results from 
each run is stored in a separate result file in the Results folder. 

 
Figure 7.5 - The main window of SilkTest 

7.3.2.2 The Scripting Language 
SilkTest uses a proprietary scripting language called 4Test. It is supposed to be 
4GL inspired according to the documentation. Even though it has a number of 
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limitations it is quite easy and nice to work with. The largest of the limitations 
are: 

• no support for nested records (structs), 
• no use of arrays inside records 
• nor arrays of records  
• and all indexing is 1 based instead of 0 based as in C/C++. 

The 1 based indexing requires great care to be taken when writing the test 
cases involving for example enum types. Another weakness of the scripting 
language is how it handles “raw data”. In the case of VIS Bas, sometimes the 
service providers returns a pointer to a char, pointing to a block of byte size 
data with the unsigned integer value range of 0 to 255. According to the 
SilkTest documentation this should be handled through the SilkTest data type 
STRING. Unfortunently SilkTest uses an intelligent algorithm when copying the 
data, terminating at the first found 0 as this could be interpreted as the end of 
the “string”. This forces the need for a work around, which in this case was 
accomplished by searching the data for a byte value that is not used, and then 
replacing all occurrences of 0 with this value and finally inserting this value as 
the first data in the data block, thus indicating to the test script which value to 
replace with zero to retain the original data1.  
An example of the scripting language is provided in Appendix E.2. 

7.3.2.3 The Test Suite Setup 
The dll previously written for TestComplete (and which did not work for it) 
worked without any modifications (except the ones regarding the work around 
discussed in chapter 7.3.2.2) when used by SilkTest. To make the writing of the 
test scripts easier with regards to the strings containing coded “raw” data, a 
function was added to Corba.dll to decode the data and return it as a string of 
hexadecimal characters which easily could be compared to the expected data 
in the test scripts2. Since the dll worked at once there were time to develop and 
test the FTP Server and the FTP Client dll as described in chapters 7.2.2.1 and 
7.2.2.3, resulting in a test suite setup as described in Figure 7.6. 

                                            
1 Note that there are at least two down sides to this solution: 1 – when memory is allocated for 
the transfer “string” this extra byte of data must be taken into account, and 2 – it might fail 
completely should all values between 1 and 255 be part of the data to transfer. 
2 Example: TestServer returns 1,2,3,0,4,5. Corba.dll translates this to: 6,1,2,3,6,4,5 which is 
then returned in a string variable to SilkTest. SilkTest then calls Corba.dll with this string and 
gets the decoded hexadecimal string “01 02 03 00 04 05” back which can then be compared to 
a string of expected values in the test script. 
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Figure 7.6 - Test suite setup for SilkTest 

SilkTest uses a separate application called Agent.exe to load any dll’s. This 
mechanism allow for easy debugging during dll development. By setting the 
debugging command in Visual Studio to Agent.exe any break points in the dll 
code will be honoured by Visual Studio when the test script calls the code. 

7.3.2.4 Result 
The results of each test run is stored in a binary result file viewable in the GUI. 
Unfortunately this file is only readable by SilkTest itself. To comply with 
requirement 9 (see chapter 4.2.9) a special script command can be used to 
write information directly into any ODBC data base. This unfortunately requires 
more coding in the test scripts since not only the failures need to be logged, but 
also the successes. 

7.3.2.5 Support 
During the evaluation of SilkTest two faults was reported to Segue/Borland. The 
first fault was regarding the return from external dll functions. Regardless of 
what size of integer type a function is declared returning in the test script 
prototype, any comparison is always performed on 32 bits1. This fault report 
was cancelled by Segue/Borland with the comment that they did not have the 
resources to investigate it. A work around is simple to implement by making 
sure the functions in the dll’s return long integer types. 
The second fault reported was concerning an initial failure of calling functions in 
two different dll’s in the same test script (Corba.dll and FTPClient.dll). This time 
an engineer at Segue/Borland in Denmark showed great interest and was of big 
help – the problem finally disappeared after recompiling both the dll’s and 
neither I nor Segue/Borland could explain why it happened in the first place. 

                                            
1 Example: A function declared as: unsigned short foo(void); might fail a test like: Verify(foo(), 1) 
even if the implementation of foo() in the dll does: return 1; 
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7.3.2.6 Conclusions 
Even though the scripting language has some limitations, the GUI works well, 
the scripting language is simple to learn and use, and the handling of dll’s is 
good. Also the ease of debugging dll development speaks to SilkTest’s favour. 
SilkTest is definitely a strong candidate for automated testing of VIS Bas. 

7.3.3 QuickTest Pro 

7.3.3.1 The IDE 
QuickTest Pro is not a complete test case execution and management tool as 
TestComplete and SilkTest. With QuickTest Pro individual test scripts can be 
edited and executed (see Figure 7.7), but to manage test cases another tool is 
required (like Mercury’s Quality Center). 
A rudimentary script management could be manually performed by letting an 
overlaying script file include sub script files, and the selection of test cases to 
run could be controlled by commenting out unwanted script files. This is tedious 
and error prone work, but fully doable. 

 
Figure 7.7 - The main window of QuickTest Pro 
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7.3.3.2 The Scripting Language 
Test scripts for QuickTest Pro can be developed in either VBScript or Microsoft 
JScript. Actually the help files claim that also Visual Basic, Visual C++ or Visual 
Studio.NET can be used, but there is no reference to how this is done and no 
such settings are available in the GUI. This is not the only faults found in the 
help files, many of the described command syntaxes are simply wrong. Typing 
them exactly as stated in the help file is not accepted by the tool, and a lot of 
time is spent on guessing what the actual syntax is. 
Also the support for dll’s is weak. Only basic data types are supported, no 
support for structures at all. 
An example of the scripting language is provided in Appendix E.3. 

7.3.3.3 The Test Suite Setup 

A small test suite was set up using the FTPClient dll. This did work even though 
debugging the dll was a pain since QuickTest Pro does not unload any loaded 
dll’s from memory. This means that even though a dll is recompiled it is not 
loaded since it’s old version is already in memory. The only way to unload the 
old version of the dll is to restart windows, or use a third party tool to force 
windows to unload the dll. 

7.3.3.4 Result 
No evaluation of the results have been made. 

7.3.3.5 Support 
No evaluation of the support has been made. 

7.3.3.6 Conclusions 

Due to the weak dll handling, the non existing test case management and the 
large amount of errors in the help files, QuickTest Pro is not a candidate for VIS 
Bas testing. 

7.3.4 LoadRunner 

7.3.4.1 The IDE 
The idea behind LoadRunner seems to be the same as that of QuickTest Pro 
as it too lacks any real test management functionality in the IDE. Though 
LoadRunner is a notch better than QuickTest Pro as it lists all test scripts (see 
left side of Figure 7.8) and these can be activated or deactivated. Unfortunately 
this is only supported in one level, so no hierarchical design is possible. Should 
this be required, a separate tool has to be used (like Mercury’s Quality Center). 
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Figure 7.8 - The main window of LoadRunner 

7.3.4.2 The Scripting Language 
The scripting language is the most powerful of all the tested tools1. LoadRunner 
implements what seems to be a complete ANSI-C interpreter. 
A couple of details to notice about the scripting language is the need to pay 
close attention on the type of data returned by external functions in dll’s. Say for 
example that a function in a dll is declared as: bool foo(void); it will return a 8-bit 
boolean value. Should this be used in an assignment like: int i = foo(); only the 
least significant 8-bits are set, the other 24 bits are undefined. Also the 
seemingly correct statement: if (foo() == 0) … might fail since the if statement 
compares more than the 8-bits returned by foo() (probably 32 bits, but this has 
not been verified). For this statement to work a type cast is needed: 
if ((char)foo() == 0) … will force a comparison of only 8-bits. 
An example of the scripting language is provided in Appendix E.4. 

7.3.4.3 The Test Suite Setup 
The same setup as for SilkTest (see Figure 7.6) worked for LoadRunner without 
any modifications. 

                                            
1 Not counting Cantata++ since it “cheats” by generating C or C++ source code for compilation 
by Microsoft Visual Studio. 
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7.3.4.4 Result 
For each script created in the IDE, the tool creates a dedicated directory. In this 
directory a output.txt file is created which holds information about what 
happened during the running of the script file. This is not an optimal way of 
retrieving the results, but it gives the possibility to write an own tool to parse 
these result files and compile the result in any format required. 

7.3.4.5 Support 
No evaluation of the support has been made. 

7.3.4.6 Conclusions 
Even though LoadRunner does have weaknesses: the single level of test script 
management, weak handling of include files1 and weak script debugging2, all of 
this is though diminished by the fantastic scripting language. Everything that 
can be done in ANSI-C can be done in LoadRunner, and any kind of data 
structure can be defined and passed to, and returned from external functions in 
dll’s. Were it only up to the technical aspects this might be THE tool, 
unfortunately there is also an economic aspect that is not so nice for this tool, 
see Chapter 8. 

7.3.5 Cantata++ 

7.3.5.1 The IDE 
Cantata++ does not have an IDE of it’s own. What it does is it appends five 
buttons to the Microsoft Visual Studio IDE. Through these buttons the 
Cantata++ functionality is accessed, see Figure 7.9. The two leftmost buttons 
starts the Cantata++ scripting wizard in either C or C++ mode. On the way 
through the wizard, the dialogs in Figure 7.10 are displayed. In the left dialog 
test cases are managed, and double clicking such a test case opens up the 
right dialog where the script code is edited. 
Once the wizard has been run, the middle button generates a C or C++ source 
code file containing code for all of the test cases. This file is then compiled and 
run from within Visual Studio. 

                                            
1 The IDE does not always detect changes in included files, and as a result of this the IDE 
sometimes does not recompile the test script even though changes have been made. 
2 Only breakpoints and single stepping are possible, there is no way to examine the contents of 
variables – this has to be handled through printouts. 
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Figure 7.9 - The main window of Cantata++ (actually MS Visual Studio) 

 
Figure 7.10 - The Cantata++ test case management and edit windows 

7.3.5.2 The Scripting Language 
The scripting language is C or C++ depending on how the wizard is started. 
Cantata++ is delivered with a handful of include files where a substantial 
number of macros are defined. These macros are the Cantata++ specific 
verification and reporting commands available when writing the test scripts. 
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The code written in the edit window of the wizard is used to create a function in 
the generated code (one function is generated per test case). Since neither C 
nor C++ supports local functions (that is functions within functions), any support 
functions must be written outside of the wizard and manually added to the 
Visual Studio project. 
An example of the generated code is provided in Appendix E.5, the lines 
marked with an # is the actual test script code. 

7.3.5.3 The Test Suite Setup 
Since Cantata++ generates code for the Microsoft Visual Studio, there is no 
restrictions in using dll’s. The same test suite setup was used for Cantata++ as 
for SilkTest and LoadRunner, see Figure 7.6. 

7.3.5.4 Result 
The code generated by the Cantata++ wizard should be compiled as a windows 
console application. The output from the execution is output to the applications 
console window, and at the same time also written to a file. This file contains a 
textual summary of all executed test cases and weather they passed or failed, 
making it simple to follow up on the test status. 

7.3.5.5 Support 
During the evaluation of Cantata++ a fault was detected regarding the use of 
Unicode strings. The Cantata++ macros for comparing actual values against 
expected ones (CHECK) broke down when handling Unicode strings. This fault 
was reported to NoHau and through them forwarded to IPL in Great Britain. 
After some correspondence with a technician at IPL, they finally admitted that it 
was an actual fault, and that it should be corrected in future releases. Over all 
the communication with both NoHau and IPL was both professional and 
positive. 

7.3.5.6 Conclusions 
Cantata++ is the only one of the tested tools that does not compile and run its 
test scripts by itself. In the beginning this feels odd, but it actually works quite 
well. The test scripts are executed at a tremendous speed since they are 
compiled and not interpreted. The only major disadvantage of Cantata++ is that 
all test case editing must be performed through the wizard. Should this be at 
any time be forgotten and the generated file edited from within Visual Studio, 
the possibility to use the wizard is lost forever (for that project). And with this the 
point and click selection of which test cases to run, this now has to be controlled 
through the code. 
Even though Cantata++ is intended for lower level testing than what is required 
by VIS Bas, it is fully possible to use, though not optimal. Cantata++ should be 
considered an alternative if synergies can be found within the company, that is, 
if other departments is or will be using Cantata++. 
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7.3.6 WinRunner 

7.3.6.1 The IDE 
In the tradition of the other evaluated Mercury test tools, WinRunner has no 
support for test case management, it is only a script edit and execution tool, see 
Figure 7.11. 
 

 
Figure 7.11 - The main window of WinRunne 

7.3.6.2 The Scripting Language 
WinRunner uses a Mercury proprietary scripting language called TSL (Test 
Script Language) which has a “C-like“ syntax. Unfortunately external dll 
functions can only use basic variable types, there is no support for structs or 
typedef’s. 
For debugging of test scripts, breakpoints can be set, the scripts can be single 
stepped, and the contents of any variable can be inspected. When debugging 
test scripts that communicates with external functions in dll’s, a WinRunner 
process uses 99% of the CPU capacity every time, making debugging 
impossible. Also some times the entire WinRunner application hangs so hard 
that the task manager can not be started and the computer has to be restarted. 
An example of the scripting language is provided in Appendix E.6. 
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7.3.6.3 The Test Suite Setup 
During the testing a down sized version of the SilkTest test suite setup was 
used, see Figure 7.6. The Corba.dll was removed and only the FTP Client was 
used. The intention was to add the Corba dll later, but the testing was 
terminated before this happened. 

7.3.6.4 Result 
Each time a test script is run in WinRunner, a sub directory is crerated. In this 
directory WinRunner creates a number of files, amongst which one is a result 
file in xml format. This provides for easy machine reading and evaluation of the 
test results.  

7.3.6.5 Support 
No evaluation of the support has been made. 

7.3.6.6 Conclusions 
Because of the bad behaviour during debugging, and the weak support of data 
types, together with the fact that Mercury did not seem interested in selling the 
tool in the first place (see Chapter 7.1), the evaluation of WinRunner was cut 
short, and the tool is not considered a candidate for VIS Bas testing. 
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Chapter 8 - Prices 

When the evaluation of the six test tools was finished, two of the tools had been 
rejected as possible to use for automated testing of VIS Bas, they were 
QuickTest Pro and WinRunner. For the remaining four prices and licensing 
terms was requested from each distributor. For some, this matched the 
information gathered during the market survey, see Appendix C. 

8.1 TestComplete 
TestComplete is offered with either a one user license or a floating license1. The 
one user license is SEK 3,900:– while the floating license is SEK 11,700:–. This 
is a one time cost. A support agreement is also offered at SEK 3,900:– for the 
one user license and SEK 11,700:– for the floating license. This is a yearly cost, 
starting at year one. 

8.2 SilkTest 
SilkTest is only offered with a floating license at SEK 101,200:–. This includes a 
support agreement for the first year. For each following year the support 
agreement is SEK 15,400:–. 

8.3 LoadRunner 
LoadRunner is offered in a multitude of licensing forms. The cheapest ones are 
a 25 virtual user license at SEK 244,500:– per year or a per day license at SEK 
144,500:– per year and SEK 2,550:– per day the tool is used. 

8.4 Cantata++ 
Cantata++ is also only offered with a floating license. This license is SEK 
74,800:– for the first one and SEK 52,900:– for each additional one, this 
includes one year of support. A support agreement is also offered from year 
two, at SEK 11,200:– per year for the first license and SEK 7,930:– for each 
additional one. 

                                            
1 There are two basic ways testing software is licensed: named licenses and floating licenses.  
A named license is tied to an individual and installed on his or her computer, where as a floating 
license can be used by anyone with access to a license server. The license server keeps a pool 
of licenses out of which licenses are fetched and returned dynamically. 
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Chapter 9 - Final Conclusions 

Due to the high price of licensing LoadRunner, it is disregarded as an 
alternative for VIS Bas testing. 
This leaves three tools, all with their own pros and cons as to why they should 
be chosen. I have opted for the following order and motivations: 

1 – SilkTest • Has a good scripting language and handles dll’s 
    well. 
   • Has a good IDE and manages test cases. 
   • Reasonably prised. 
   • Large manufacturer that can be expected to 
    remain on the market. 

2 – TestComplete • Has a good IDE and manages test cases. 
   • Quick and good support even though it is a small 
    company. 
   • The price!!! This outweighs some of the 
    insufficiencies of the scripting language and the 
    dll handling. 

3 – Cantata++ • The needs of VIS Bas can be met by Cantata++. 
    Cantata++ should be chosen if synergies can be 
    identified with other departments. 
In the end it is up to the managers at BAE Systems Hägglunds to decide which 
tool, if any, to invest in. I can only hope that this report can act as a base for an 
informed decision. 
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Chapter 10 - Last Thoughts 

This has been a very interesting assignment. Though I am not a tester but a 
programmer at heart, this investigation has given me a lot of insights into many 
aspects of testing. It has also been interesting to try out so many different 
professional testing tools, realising that you do not always get what you pay for, 
and that the cheapest is not always the worst. 
I can only hope that this work is continued with actually implementing 
automated testing for VIS Bas. Something I have come to understand would be 
greatly appreciated by the VIS Bas team at BAE Systems Hägglunds AB. 
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Appendix A - Abbreviations, Acronyms and Definitions 

ACE Adaptive Communication Environment is an object-oriented toolkit 
that implements fundamental design patterns for communication 
software. ACE was developed at the University of California, Irvine 
and at Washington University, St. Louis. It is distributed as open-
source and free-software. 

API Application Programming Interface. A set of subroutines or 
functions that an application provides for others to use. 

AUT Application Under Test. The application that is being tested. 
CAN Controller Area Network. See CAN bus. 
CAN bus The CAN bus is a multicast shared serial bus standard for 

connecting electronic control units (ECUs). CAN was specifically 
designed to be robust in electromagnetically noisy environments 
and can utilize a differential balanced line. 

CORBA Common Object Request Broker Architecture is a standard for 
distributed object computing (DOC) middleware. DOC middleware 
resides between clients and servers, simplifying the application 
development by providing a uniform view of heterogeneous 
network and operating system layers. 

CV90 Combat Vehicle 90 (Stridsfordon 90) is a family of tracked 
armoured vehicles in the 20-35 tonne class. It is produced in a 
number of models for a number of countries. 

DLL Data Link Layer. The layer in the OSI model that is responsible for 
the transfer of data frames for the overlaying protocols. It is also 
responsible for error checking of the physical layer. 

DLL Dynamic Linked Library. The Microsoft Windows term for the 
concept of a library that can be dynamically linked into the 
application at any time1. 

                                            
1 There are basically four different ways to link a DLL into an application. It may be linked in by 
the application at the start of the application (early dynamic binding). It may be linked in by the 
application when the application needs to call a routine in the library (late dynamic binding). Or it 
may be linked in by the operating system at the beginning of the application (early static 
binding), or it may be linked in by the operating system when the application needs it (late static 
binding). In the cases of late binding, the DLL might not be linked in at all depending on the run-
time needs of the application. 
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FTP File Transfer Protocol is a protocol primarily used for transferring 
files over the internet, but it can be used over any TCP 
connection. 

GUI Graphical User Interface 
IDE Integrated Development Environment. 
ISO International Organization for Standardization. The European 

standardization organization. 
ODBC Open DataBase Connectivity, a standard database access 

method developed in 1992. It provides the possibility for any 
application to access any data regardless of which database 
management system is handling it. 

ORB Object Request Broker. The part of CORBA responsible for 
delivering requests to a server object and returning possible 
responses to the client. 

OSI Open Systems Interconnection (Reference Model). A seven layer 
model for data information interchange between open computer 
systems. Also known as ISO 7498 or SS 636260 (Swedish 
Standard). 

QA Quality Assurance. The process through which the quality of a 
product is assured. Normally implies testing. 

RPC Remote Procedure Call. A mechanism for a software module to 
call routines located in another software module on another 
computer in a network. 

TAO TAO is a high-performance, real-time CORBA-compliant ORB 
endsystem, developed using the ACE framework at Washington 
University, St. Louis. It is distributed as open-source and free-
software. 

TCP Transmission Control Protocol is a serial transfer protocol used in 
computer networking. TCP provides a point-to-point connection 
that handles retransmission of corrupted packages and 
guarantees correct packet order on the receiver side. 

Unit ID A unique identity for each computer in the CV90. It is set by the 
cabling configuration and is used by VIS Bas to determine at 
which location the computer  is connected. Based on the Unit ID, 
VIS Bas can assume different roles1. The Unit ID is also used to 
determine the node name and the node address on the CAN bus. 

VIS Vehicle Information System. An information system in the vehicle, 
presenting e.g. vehicle status, alarms and text material to the crew 
members. 

VIS Bas The technical common base of the VIS product line. 

                                            
1 Each crew member has a predefined seating location in the vehicle (e.g. commander, driver, 
gunner). Hence the location can be used to determine which role VIS Bas shall assume, so that 
it can display the information needed for that specific crew member. 
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Appendix B - Discussion forums at QAForums.com 

Software Testing 
Newbie / Fresher / Getting Started 

Software Testing Frequently Asked Questions. Start here if you are a new in 
software testing, or want to learn about QA or have never used this site before. 

Functional Testing 
Software Functional Testing - In here you will find basic definitions for QA terms & 
sample test plans/cases and getting started information. 

Automated Testing 
For general discussions about automated software testing tools. Moderated by Ms. 
Elfriede Dustin; author of Automated Software Testing. 

Performance & Load Testing 
This forum is designed for performance, stress and load test tools "non-tool-
specific" discussions. 

White Papers and Articles 
Post here to read, discuss and give feedback on software testing white papers and 
articles posted by our users. To post an article, you need to be a moderator or 
apply for permission to post by sending a private message to the admin. 

Web Testing 
This forums is for software testing and quality assurance topics related to web 
sites, web applications and environments only. 

Unit Testing 
Discuss white box and black box unit testing methods including code coverage 
testing tool, techniques, etc. Figure out what tools are best for you! 

Security Testing 
This forum is designed for discussions about security testing. 

Usability & Accessibility Testing 
This forum is designed for discussions about usability and accessibility testing. 

Network & Distributed Testing 
This forum covers testing in networked and distributed systems. 

PDAs & Embedded Systems 
For testing topics related to PDAs like Palm, WinCE, Newton or any other 
embedded systems. 

.Net Testing 
This forum is for topics related to Microsoft .NET testing. 
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Quality Engineering 
Quality Methodologies 

This forum covers ISO, IEEE, CMM, XP, SCRUM, Agile, etc. 

Estimation and Planning 
This forum covers project managment-type tasks, scheduling, estimating, etc. 

Software Process Improvement 
This forum is designed for software process improvement (SPI) topics. It covers 
process improvement, lifecycles, cultural change, social engineering, process 
metrics. 

Requirements and Design 
This forum covers documentation, use cases, functional specs, design docs, 
checklists, etc. 

Defect Tracking 
Covers tracking tools, ways to track defects, defect-specific metrics. Looking for a 
bug database or a bug tracking tool? Figure out pros and cons of defect tracking 
systems, tools and bug tracking databases. 

Configuration Management 
Designed for configuration management discussion. 

Testing Tools 
 …About 30 different testing tools… 

Miscellaneous Forums 
General Discussion 

Got a general software testing or miscellaneous quality assurance / QA topic 
(which does not belong to another more specific forum)? Need to find directions? 
Start here! 

QAChat.net (Chitchat) 
Here you can discuss NON-QA related topics. Discuss anything here (but adhere 
to the main Forum guidelines) Get to know your testers with open chitchat. 

Training & Certification 
Looking for a QA training service provider or instructor? Starting or offering a QA 
class? Want to get certified or have questions about certifications? Post an ad or 
question here! 

User Groups 
Holding a users group meeting? Looking for user groups in your area? Announce 
your meetings here! 

Java 
This forum is open for Java testing topics. Suggest and compare tools! 

Macintosh 
The Mac is back! Looking for an automated test tool? Know of any? Post it here! 

UNIX 
Designed for topics and issues about UNIX testing. Looking for tools to test Linux, 
Solaris or Mainframes? Post here! 
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Appendix C - Evaluation of the testing tools 

This appendix gives a short description (taken from the tools web site or 
promotion documentation) of a number of tools, both commercial and freeware, 
their costs and their possible usability as automated test tools for VIS Bas. The 
tools are categorized into one of three groups: 
Group 1 – This tool seems well suited for testing VIS Bas and will take part in 

future tryouts. 
Group 2 – It might be possible to use this tool for VIS Bas testing, but it will not 

be further evaluated unless none of the group 1 candidates are 
choosen. 

Rejected – The tool is not suited for VIS Bas testing, or there are other tools by 
the same vendor that is part of groups 1 or 2. 

The prices are presented in SEK and based on the exchange rate of  
2006-03-09, that is: 
1 USD = 7.82 SEK 
1 GBP = 13.65 SEK 
1 EUR = 9.37 SEK 
1 INR = 0.17 SEK 

C.1 Tools by Apache 
C.1.1 JMeter 
C.1.1.1 Description 
The Apache JMeter is a pure Java desktop application designed to load test 
client/server software. It is mainly designed to simulate heavy load on a server, 
network or object to test its strength or to analyze overall performance under 
different load types. But it can also be used for regression testing by writing test 
scripts with assertions to validate the correctness of the returned results. 
C.1.1.2 Price 
Free, open source. 
C.1.1.3 Usability 
This tool is mainly a load test tool even if it boasts about being able to perform 
regression testing. Since it does not have a scripting language of its own but 
solely relies on assertions in a test application is not suitable for VIS Bas testing 
and is rejected. 
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C.2 Tools by AutomatedQA 
C.2.1 TestComplete 
C.2.1.1 Description 
TestComplete is an automated testing environment for Win32 and .NET 
applications. It provides extended support for testing Web pages, Web servers 
and projects created in Microsoft Visual C++, Visual Basic, Borland Delphi, 
C++Builder, Java and .NET development tools. TestComplete manages scripts 
to test applications externally, self-testing by the applications themselves, and 
many inside-outside forms of tests. It is oriented equally to unit testing and to 
functional testing, provides superior support for daily regression testing and 
supports many other kind of testing (data-driven testing, object-driven testing, 
etc.). 
C.2.1.2 Price 
Enterprise edition 7000:– per named user. 
Standard edition 3900:– per named user. 
C.2.1.3 Usability 
This tool looks really interesting, according to the information on the web site it 
can communicate with local and remote Corba objects and implement them in 
the test scripts – this will have to be tested. It is also capable of calling routines 
in DLL’s. This means that it can talk to the CAN driver and if the Corba interface 
does not work, it can use a DLL to interface to Corba. 
This tool is a group 1 candidate for evaluation. 

C.3 Tools by Compuware 
C.3.1 QADirector 
C.3.1.1 Description 
QADirector gives development and testing teams a framework for managing the 
entire testing process—from design to execution to analysis. QADirector is a 
powerful, extensible test management solution for full life-cycle testing of 
distributed large-scale applications. 
Open architecture integrates a wide variety of development and automated 
testing tools--the tools you need to thoroughly test your applications while 
preserving existing investments. QADirector allows you to test an application 
effectively with improved test repeatability, shareability and ease of use. 
C.3.1.2 Price 
30.600:– per named user. 
C.3.1.3 Usability 
This tools usability is hard to evaluate because of the scarce information 
provided by Compuware. But it seems to mainly be a test case management 
tool even though it seems to have the ability to execute test scripts. This tool is 
rejected since there are other tools that are more inline with the requirements of 
testing VIS Bas. 
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C.3.2 QALoad 
C.3.2.1 Description 
Today's client/server systems are expected to perform reliably under loads 
ranging from hundreds to thousands of simultaneous users. Organizations need 
to perform repeatable load testing and determine the ultimate performance and 
potential limits of a system. QALoad helps you achieve loads that mimic realistic 
business usage as well as validate that the system can meet acceptable service 
levels. 
C.3.2.2 Price 
Starts at 78.000:– for 100 concurrent users. 
C.3.2.3 Usability 
Even though this tool supports Corba it is a load test tool and as such is not 
suitable for VIS Bas testing and is rejected. 
C.3.3 QARun 
C.3.3.1 Description 
Improve testing efficiency by automating setup and execution of test scripts. 
QARun uses an object-oriented approach to automate test script generation, 
which can significantly increase the accuracy of testing in the time you have 
available. As you point and click, QARun records user actions and system 
responses into reusable scripts that test specific application functions. You will 
create powerful, feature-rich tests even if you don't have extensive knowledge 
of programming languages or application structure. 
C.3.3.2 Price 
42.200:– per named user 
C.3.3.3 Usability 
Even though Compuware nowhere on their web site mentions the possibility to 
extend QARun by means of DLLs, Ray Robinson claims in [12] that it supports 
this. The tool also gets overall good reviews in his report so it will be a group 1 
candidate for evaluation. 
C.3.4 TestPartner 
C.3.4.1 Description 
TestPartner is an automated functional and regression testing tool that has 
been specially designed for testing complex applications based on Microsoft, 
Java and web based technologies. Unique features of TestPartner allow both 
testers and developers to create repeatable tests through visual scripting and 
automatic wizards. Users also have access to the full capabilities of Microsoft's 
Visual Basic for Applications (VBA), allowing tests to be as high level or detailed 
as needed. 
C.3.4.2 Price 
61.000:– per named user 
C.3.4.3 Usability 
This tool seems to be more focused on testing of web based applications than 
what QARun is, and since QARun will be evaluated, this tool will not, it is 
rejected. 
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C.4 Tools by Empirix 
C.4.1 Bean-test 
C.4.1.1 Description 
There is no information about this tool on Empirix web site so the conclusion is 
that it has been discontinued. 
C.4.2 e-Load 
C.4.2.1 Description 
e-Load is a powerful solution that enables you to easily and accurately test the 
performance and scalability of your Web applications and Web Services. 
C.4.2.2 Price 
201.600:– per 100 concurrent users. 
C.4.2.3 Usability 
This is a load test tool and as such not relevant as a test tool for VIS Bas. It is 
therefore rejected. 
C.4.3 e-Tester 
C.4.3.1 Description 
e-Tester allows users to create automated test scripts to validate the 
functionality and performance of .NET-based Web applications and .NET Web 
services. 
C.4.3.2 Price 
234.600:– for 100 concurrent users. 
C.4.3.3 Usability 
This tool is primarily intended for testing web applications and web services 
based on Microsoft .NET technology. It seems to lack the basic functionality 
required to perform VIS Bas testing and is therefore rejected. 

C.5 Tools by IPL Information Processing Ltd. 
C.5.1 Cantata++ 
C.5.1.1 Description 
Cantata++ support the analysis and testing of C, and C++ software at all levels, 
from module test through to full integration testing. It is centred on a dynamic 
test harness that supports testing in both host and target environments. In the 
host environment tests can either be run directly or under the control of a 
debugger. In the target environment, tests can be run directly, under an 
emulator, or under a debugger. Tests are controlled by a structured test script. 
Test scripts are written in C or C++ respectively, and can be produced 
independently from the code of the application. 
C.5.1.2 Price 
86.020:– per single license. 
C.5.1.3 Usability 
Even though there is no information anywhere (not on IPL’s web site, not on 
their swedish distributurs web site, nor anywhere else on the web – at lest not 
visible to the major search engines) about the possibility to extend Cantata++ 
through DLLs, this tool will be included for evaluation simply because other 
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departments at Hägglunds are looking at it. If possible one should always strive 
for as fiew tools in a company as possible. If we can tweak Cantata++ to do 
what we need, it is better to use it than to buy yet another tool that we have to 
learn (assuming of course that it is choosen by anyone at Hägglunds at all). 
This is a group 1 candidate. 

C.6 Tools by Mercury Interactive 
C.6.1 LoadRunner 
C.6.1.1 Description 
Enterprise applications are inherently complex and their many moving parts can 
become potential points of failure if not tested prior to deployment. Mercury 
LoadRunner® is an enterprise-class solution for predicting system behaviour 
and performance. Mercury LoadRunner enables your organization to: 
• Obtain an accurate picture of end-to-end system performance prior to going 

live. 
• Verify that new or upgraded applications meet specified performance 

requirements. 
• Identify and eliminate performance bottlenecks during the development 

lifecycle. 
C.6.1.2 Price 
312.800:– 
C.6.1.3 Usability 
This is a load test tool, not a test automation tool, it is therefore rejected. 
C.6.2 Quality Center 
C.6.2.1 Description 
Mercury Quality Center® helps customers mitigate the risk of implementing, 
upgrading, and going live and ensure the quality of 
changes in production. 
C.6.2.2 Price 
46.900:– per named user 
C.6.2.3 Usability 
This tool is a test process tool that acts like a wrapper to a number of other 
Mercury tools like QuickTest Pro and WinRunner. It is therefore rejected. 
C.6.3 QuickTest Pro 
C.6.3.1 Description 
It can simulate any number of clients and harness the power of databases in 
providing test data to your application. It features an intelligent object 
recognition system that lets it detect and handle visual elements on screen, 
regardless of the language it is written in, which makes it invaluable as a testing 
tool for both desktop and Web applications without needing to have dedicated 
tools for each. 
C.6.3.2 Price 
57.000:– for a one seat license 
85.900:– for a one site license 
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C.6.3.3 Usability 
This tool seems to mainly be a capture and compare tool, lacking the ability to 
interface remotely over Ethernet/Corba or even to interact with third party DLL’s, 
so this tool is rejected. 
C.6.4 TestDirector 
C.6.4.1 Description 
TestDirector is a single, Web-based application for all essential aspects of 
quality management – Requirements Management, Test Plan, Test Lab, and 
Defects Management. You can leverage these core modules either as a 
standalone solution or integrated within a global Quality Center of Excellence 
environment. 
C.6.4.2 Price 
It has not been possible to establish the price for this tool. 
C.6.4.3 Usability 
This is a test tracking tool not a test execution tool, so it is rejected. 
C.6.5 WinRunner 
C.6.5.1 Description 
Enterprise functional testing tool that verifies that applications and databases 
work as expected. By capturing, replaying and verifying user interactions 
automatically, it identifies defects and ensures that business processes that 
span multiple applications work flawlessly and provide reliable information the 
first time and throughout the application lifecycle. 
C.6.5.2 Price 
43.000:– 
C.6.5.3 Usability 
This tool is also marketed as a capture and compare tool just as QuickTest Pro. 
It seems to have basically the same functionality and limitations as QuicTest 
Pro based on the information available at the Mercury web site. But in [12] Ray 
Robinson gives this tool the same score as SilkTest by Segue and Rational 
Robot. He also claims it is extendable through DLLs. This tool is therefore 
considered a group 2 candidate. 

C.7 Tools by Microsoft 
C.7.1 Application Center Test 
C.7.1.1 Description 
Application Center Test is designed to stress test Web servers and analyze 
performance and scalability problems with Web applications, including Active 
Server Pages (ASP) and the components they use. 
Application Center Test simulates a large group of users by opening multiple 
connections to the server and rapidly sending HTTP requests. Application 
Center Test supports several different authentication schemes and the SSL 
protocol, making it ideal for testing personalized and secure sites. 
Although long-duration and high-load stress testing is Application Center Test's 
main purpose, the programmable dynamic tests will also be useful for functional 
testing. 
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Application Center Test is compatible with all Web servers and Web 
applications that adhere to the HTTP protocol. 
C.7.1.2 Price 
Sold as part of MS Visual Studio .NET Enterprise Edition or MS Application 
Center. 
C.7.1.3 Usability 
This tool is a load test tool and is therefore rejected. 
C.7.2 Visual Studio Test Edition 
C.7.2.1 Description 
No information has been found about this tool, it might be discontinued. 
Microsoft has something called: Visual Studio Test System, which contains a 
tool named: Visual Studio Team Test, but this tool is not evaluated in this 
investigation. 

C.8 Tools by Parasoft 
C.8.1 Jtest 
C.8.1.1 Description 
Automated Java unit testing and coding standard analysis product Jtest checks 
whether code follows over 500 coding standard rules and automatically corrects 
violations of over 200 rules. Rules can be customized, and user-defined rules 
can be created graphically or automatically. It examines each class, generates, 
and executes JUnit test cases designed to achieve high coverage and expose 
uncaught runtime exceptions. 
C.8.1.2 Price 
27.300:– per user, locked to one machine 
C.8.1.3 Usability 
This tool is only for unit testing of java code and is designed as an extension to 
Eclipse (a java IDE). It is rejected. 

C.9 Tools by RadView Software 
C.9.1 WebFT 
C.9.1.1 Description 
Get your functional testing started quickly, easily, and effectively with WebFT. 
With WebFT’s visual environment for automating the creation of test scripts, 
users can hit the ground running with their testing efforts. WebFT allows them to 
navigate the application just as a user would – and at the same time 
automatically record a script. Simultaneously, WebFT also displays a visual 
agenda tree permitting the detailed components of the test script to be viewed 
graphically and to be modified quickly and directly. And users who prefer 
creating test agendas through direct programming have the flexibility to review 
and access the full power of JavaScript via one simple click. 
C.9.1.2 Price 
39.000:– per named user. 
C.9.1.3 Usability 
This tool only tests web based applications and is therefore rejected. 
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C.9.2 WebLoad 
C.9.2.1 Description 
Make the most of your load generation resources – simulate the volume and 
configuration of users you need, while maintaining the smallest hardware 
configuration. WebLOAD maximizes your resources by minimizing the size of 
the footprint a virtual user consumes – so you’ll get more load from your 
hardware than you would with any other performance tool. And while 
maintaining an efficient footprint, WebLOAD also scales to olympic proportions 
when your applications demand it, enabling you to meet the challenges of peak-
demand and high-volume tests. 
C.9.2.2 Price 
59.000:– per named user. 
C.9.2.3 Usability 
This is a load test tool and is therefore rejected. 

C.10 Tools by Rational (IBM) 
C.10.1.1 Functional Tester – RobotJ  
C.10.1.2 Description 
Rational Functional Tester records user interactions with Java, Web, and Visual 
Studio .NET WinForm-based applications, creating a test script that - when 
executed - reproduces those actions. During recording, the user can insert 
verification points that extract specified data or properties from the application 
under test. During playback, these verification points are used to compare 
recorded information with live information to ensure consistency. 
C.10.1.3 Price 
37.400:– for a one user license. 
72.000:– for a floating user license. 
C.10.1.4 Usability 
This tool is intended for functional testing through record / playback of user 
actions on windows forms (java or .NET). It is therefore rejected. 
C.10.2 Performance Tester 
C.10.2.1 Description 
Rational Performance Tester is a load and performance testing solution for 
teams concerned about the scalability of their Web-based applications. 
Combining multiple ease-of-use features with granular detail, Rational 
Performance Tester simplifies the test-creation, load-generation and data-
collection processes that help teams ensure the ability of their applications to 
accommodate required user loads. 
C.10.2.2 Price 
21.200:– for a floating license and 5 virtual testers. 
281.300:– for a floating license and 250 virtual testers. 
C.10.2.3 Usability 
This is a load and performance test tool for web-based applications. This tool is 
therefore rejected. 
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C.10.3 Robot 
C.10.3.1 Description 
Rational Robot is a complete set of components for automating the testing of 
Microsoft Windows client/server and Internet applications running under 
Windows NT 4.0, Windows XP, Windows 2000, Windows 98, and Windows Me. 
The main component of Robot lets you start recording tests in as few as two 
mouse clicks. After recording, Robot plays back the tests in a fraction of the 
time it would 
take to repeat the actions manually. 
C.10.3.2 Price 
38.000:– per named user. 
C.10.3.3 Usability 
This is basically a GUI capture and compare tool. Rational fails to inform about 
any ability to extend Robot through DLLs, but in [12] Ray Robinson claims it 
does support this. This tool is therefore considered a group 2 candidate. 
C.10.4 TestManager 
C.10.4.1 Description 
Rational® TestManager is the central console for test activity management, 
execution and reporting. Built for extensibility, it supports everything from pure 
manual test approaches to various automated paradigms including unit testing, 
functional regression testing, and performance testing. Rational TestManager is 
meant to be accessed by all members of a project team, ensuring the high 
visibility of test coverage information, defect trends, and application readiness. 
C.10.4.2 Price 
31.600:– per named user. 
81.500:– for a floating license. 
Rational TestManager is freely available to all users of IBM Rational® 
Functional Tester and IBM Rational® Robot. 
C.10.4.3 Usability 
This is a test management tool and is therefore rejected. 
C.10.5 Visual Test 
C.10.5.1 Description 
Rational Visual Test® 6.5 software is a functional testing tool that assists 
testers in creating tests for Windows applications. Rational Visual Test is 
integrated with Microsoft Developer Studio, a desktop development 
environment, and has extensive integration with Microsoft Visual C++. Rational 
Visual Test makes developers and testers more productive and makes it easier 
for organizations to deploy applications of virtually any size for the Microsoft 
Windows 95, Windows 98, Windows NT and Windows 2000 operating systems 
and for the World Wide Web. 
C.10.5.2 Price 
5400:– per user. 
C.10.5.3 Usability 
There is no information about this tool on the IBM Rational web site, so the 
conclusion is that this tool is discontinued. 
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C.11 Tools by Redstone Software 
C.11.1 Eggplant 
C.11.1.1 Description 
Eggplant is focused on testing the software application at the User Interface. It 
has been specifically targeted to test what the human will experience when 
using the application. It is capable of pushing buttons, entering text and using a 
software application as intended to be used by the worker. It provides an easy 
way to test Installation and Standard Use Cases on any operating system, 
language or application. 
C.11.1.2 Price 
35.033:– 
C.11.1.3 Usability 
Eggplant is run on Mac OS X, using VPN to monitor and drive the remote 
system (it sees the screen and can send keyboard and mouse events). This tool 
performs GUI testing of a remote machine and is therefore not suitable for 
testing VIS Bas, it is therefore rejected. 

C.12 Tools by Seapine Software 
C.12.1 QA Wizard 
C.12.1.1 Description 
QA Wizard makes it easy to incorporate thorough testing of a software suite, 
whether Windows, web or Java based. The scripting language is simple, neat 
and familiar, mainly English in form and very similar to many procedural 
computer languages such as BASIC and the generic database languages. The 
program-like structure of the flow script is such that data, being specified 
independently of the testing flow, can be syntactically tested completely 
automatically. The program of course recognizes a wide variety of data formats, 
including ODBC-compatible formats, comma-delimited and Microsoft Excel. 
C.12.1.2 Price 
23.400:– per named user. 
31.200:– for a floating license. 
C.12.1.3 Usability 
According to the available information on Seapine’s home page, the only way to 
extend QA Wizards functionality is through .NET assemblies. Due this lack of 
DLL support this tool is rejected. 

C.13 Tools by Segue Software 
C.13.1 SilkCentral Test Manager 
C.13.1.1 Description 
SilkCentral™ Test Manager is an all-inclusive test management system that 
builds quality and productivity into the testing process to speed the delivery of 
successful enterprise applications. It lets you plan, document and manage each 
step of the testing cycle from capturing and organizing key business 
requirements, tracing them through execution … designing the optimal test 
plans … scheduling tests for unattended execution … tracking the progress of 
manual and automated tests … identifying the features at risk … and assessing 
when the application is ready to go live. 
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C.13.1.2 Price 
35.200:– per named user. 
C.13.1.3 Usability 
This is a test management tool and is therefore rejected. 
C.13.2 SilkPerformer 
C.13.2.1 Description 
SilkPerformer Component Test Edition accurately tests the functionality of 
remote components and identifies functional errors that occur only under 
concurrent access by verifying the return values of remote method calls. It 
answers questions such as: 
• Does each component work to its specifications? 
• Do deadlock situations occur when multiple users access the same 

component at the same time? 
C.13.2.2 Price 
234.600:– for 50 virtual users. 
C.13.2.3 Usability 
This is basically a load test tool. Since it can only communicate with: Web 
services, Java beans, Java RMI objects, .NET Service components and .NET 
Remoting objects it is not usable for VIS Bas testing and is therefore rejected. 
C.13.3 SilkTest 
C.13.3.1 Description 
SilkTest offers many capabilities to promote rapid test development such as the 
Basic Workflow for recording tests, the Data Driven Workflow for enabling a 
single test case to test data values stored in an external table and 
AutoComplete™ for improved productivity in script creation and automation 
infrastructure development. SilkTest offers unique features for running tests 
such as an out-of-the-box, yet extensible Recovery System and a separate 
Agent process that provides an efficient means for distributing test execution 
across multiple platforms, running in parallel. 
C.13.3.2 Price 
50.830:– per license. 
C.13.3.3 Usability 
This tool has the ability to test DLLs, that is, it can stimulate and verify the result 
from a DLL. This can be used when testing VIS Bas, so this tool is a group 1 
candidate for evaluation. 

C.14 Open source tools 
C.14.1 Bugzilla 
C.14.1.1 Description 
Bugzilla is a general-purpose bug-tracking tool originally developed and used 
by the Mozilla Foundation. Since Bugzilla is web-based and can be considered 
both free software and open-source software, it is also the bug tracking tool of 
choice for many projects, both open source and proprietary. 
C.14.1.2 Price 
Free, open source. 
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C.14.1.3 Usability 
Since this tool is a test tracking tool, not a test automation tool, it is rejected. 
C.14.2 OpenSTA 
C.14.2.1 Description 
OpenSTA is a distributed software testing architecture designed around 
CORBA, it was originally developed to be commercial software by CYRANO. 
The current toolset has the capability of performing scripted HTTP and HTTPS 
heavy load tests with performance measurements from Win32 platforms. 
C.14.2.2 Price 
Free, open source 
C.14.2.3 Usability 
This tool is mainly intended for HTTP stress and performance tests. It only uses 
CORBA to interface with its own name server, so this tool is rejected. 
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Appendix D - The CAN bus 

The CAN bus or Controller Area Network bus was developed by Robert Bosch 
GmbH in the early 1980’s. In 1986 Bosch officially introduced the CAN protocol 
and in 1993 ISO 11898 was published which standardizes the protocol. 
The CAN bus is a differential 2-wire interface running on either a Shielded 
Twisted Pair (STP), Un-shielded Twisted Pair (UTP) or ribbon cable. It uses a 
Non Return to Zero (NRZ) protocol with bit-stuffing. And can handle transfer 
rates from 10kbps up to 1Mbps on cables up to 1km in length depending on the 
transfer rate1. 
Hägglunds has developed their own modified CAN bus specification called 
HCAN (Hägglunds CAN) which is used in the CV90 family. HCAN extends ISO 
11898 with a number of features, on of which is a Network Management 
protocol (NWM). The purpose of the NWM protocol is to “manage the network”. 
By having each node present on the network periodically transmit specific 
NWM-frames with information about itself, every node can keep track of which 
other nodes are present in the network. Should a certain node not transmit a 
NWM-frame within the timeout time, that node is considered not longer present 
in the network. 
For a more detailed description of the CAN bus please refer to ISO 11898 or the 
Internet, a good source of information is for example: 
http://www.can-cia.org/can/ 

                                            
1 At a transfer rate of 1Mbps the maximum cable length is 40m. 

http://www.can-cia.org/can
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Appendix E - Scripting Languages 

E.1 TestComplete – C++Script 
 
function Main() 
{ 
  try 
  { 
    var ma, mi, str; 
    var Def_DLL, Lib, LpwStr; 
 
    Def_DLL = DLL.DefineDLL("TCVarStore.dll") 
    Def_DLL.DefineProc("GetString", vt_lpwstr, vt_empty); 
    Def_DLL.DefineProc("GetRawData", vt_int, vt_i1); 
    Def_DLL.DefineProc("GetRawDataHex", vt_int, vt_int, vt_lpwstr, vt_empty); 
    Lib = DLL.Load("c:\\Demo\\TestComplete\\TCVarStore.dll"); 
    LpwStr = DLL.New("LPWSTR", 256); 
 
 
    if (!Sys["Process"]("Corba")["Window"]("#32770", "Corba", 1) 
         ["EnsureCorbaConnection"]()) { 
      Log["Error"]("No Corba connection"); 
      throw("Terminate"); 
    }       
 
    Sys["Process"]("Corba")["Window"]("#32770", "Corba", 1) 
    ["VersionSP_GetNodeVersion"](); 
    ma = Sys["Process"]("Corba")["Window"]("#32770", "Corba", 1)["Result"](0); 
    mi = Sys["Process"]("Corba")["Window"]("#32770", "Corba", 1)["Result"](1); 
    Log["Message"]("Expected 48.0, got: " + ma + "." + mi); 
     
    Sys["Process"]("Corba")["Window"]("#32770", "Corba", 1)["VersionSP_GetNodeName"](0);      
    Lib.GetString(LpwStr); 
    Log["Message"]("Got node name: " + LpwStr.Text); 
 
    Sys["Process"]("Corba")["Window"]("#32770", "Corba", 1)["VersionSP_GetNodeName"](1);      
    Lib.GetString(LpwStr); 
    Log["Message"]("Got node name: " + LpwStr.Text); 
 
    LpwStr.Text = "Test"; 
    Sys["Process"]("Corba")["Window"]("#32770", "Corba", 1)["VersionSP_GetNodeInfo"](0);      
    Lib.GetRawDataHex(0, 20, LpwStr); 
    Log["Message"]("Got raw data from node #0: " + LpwStr.Text); 
 
    Log["Message"]("Size of m_target      = " +  
    Sys["Process"]("Corba")["Window"]("#32770", "Corba", 1)["Result"](10));     
    Log["Message"]("Size of m_config      = " +   
     Sys["Process"]("Corba")["Window"]("#32770", "Corba", 1)["Result"](11));     
    Log["Message"]("Size of m_version     = " +  
     Sys["Process"]("Corba")["Window"]("#32770", "Corba", 1)["Result"](12));     
    Log["Message"]("Size of m_versionInfo = " +  
     Sys["Process"]("Corba")["Window"]("#32770", "Corba", 1)["Result"](13));     
 
    var i; 
     
    for(i = 0; i < 15; i++) { 
      Log["Message"]("#" + i + " = " + Lib.GetRawData(i)); 
    }       
 
  } 
  catch(exception) 
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  { 
    switch(exception) { 
    case "Terminate": 
      break; 
    default: 
      Log["Error"]("Exception", exception["description"]); 
    } 
  } 
} 

E.2 SilkTest – 4Test 
 
[ ] use "..\Include\Corba.inc" 
[ ]  
[-] testcase CheckSystemInfo () 
   [ ]  
   [ ] VEHICLEINFO vi 
   [ ] STRING str 
   [ ]  
   [ ] CheckCorba() 
   [ ]  
   [ ] VersionSP_GetSystemInfo(vi) 
   [ ]  
   [ ] Verify(vi.m_localNode) 
   [ ]  
   [ ] Verify(b8(vi.m_system__m_sizeData), 3) 
   [ ] Verify(DecodeStr(str, vi.m_system__m_data, 0, vi.m_system__m_sizeData), "1.0") 
   [ ]  
   [ ] Verify(vi.m_target__m_sizeData, 4) 
   [ ] ConvertToHex(str, vi.m_target__m_data, 0, vi.m_target__m_sizeData) 
   [ ] Verify(str, "02 00 00 02") 
   [ ]  
   [ ] Verify(vi.m_config__m_sizeData, 4) 
   [ ] ConvertToHex(str, vi.m_config__m_data, 0, vi.m_config__m_sizeData) 
   [ ] Verify(str, "00 00 05 01") 
   [ ]  
   [ ] Verify(vi.m_version__m_sizeData, 3) 
   [ ] ConvertToHex(str, vi.m_version__m_data, 0, vi.m_version__m_sizeData) 
   [ ] Verify(str, "32 2E 30") 
   [ ]  
[ ]  
[-] testcase CheckNodeVersion () 
   [ ]  
   [ ] int majorVer = -5 
   [ ] int minorVer = -5 
   [ ]  
   [ ] CheckCorba() 
   [ ]  
   [ ] VersionSP_GetNodeVersion(majorVer, minorVer) 
   [ ] Verify(majorVer, 48) 
   [ ] Verify(minorVer, 0) 
[ ]  
[-] testcase CheckNumberOfNodes () 
   [ ]  
   [ ] CheckCorba() 
   [ ]  
   [ ] Verify(VersionSP_GetNumberOfNodes(), 4) 
[ ]  

E.3 QuickTestPro – VBScript 
 
If  Extern.FTP_Connect("127.0.0.1", 21, "anonymous", "")  <> cTrue Then 
   Reporter.ReportEvent micFail, "Failed to log in to FTP server", "" 
ElseIf Extern.FTP_StopApp("VIS Server") <> cTrue Then 
   Reporter.ReportEvent micFail, "Failed to stop VIS Server", "" 
ElseIf Extern.FTP_Disconnect() <> cTrue Then 
   Reporter.ReportEvent micFail, "Failed to log out of FTP server", "" 
Else 
   Reporter.ReportEvent micPass, "Success", "Succeeded in terminating the VIS Server" 
End If 
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E.4 LoadRunner – C 
 
#define maxNodeDataArraySize 256 
 
typedef struct _Data_ 
{ 
   char m_data[maxNodeDataArraySize]; 
   size m_sizeData; 
} Data; 
 
typedef struct _VehicleInfo_ 
{ 
   long m_localNode; 
   Data m_system; 
   Data m_target; 
   Data m_config; 
   Data m_version; 
} VehicleInfo; 
 
GetSystemInfo() 
{ 
   VehicleInfo vi; 
   char msg[80], tmp[80]; 
 
   strcpy(msg, "GetSystemInfo failed for "); 
 
   CheckCorba(); 
  
   if (!VersionSP_GetSystemInfo(&vi)) 
      fail("Failed to call GetSystemInfo()"); 
 
   if (vi.m_localNode != 2) 
      failInt2(msg, "m_localNode", 2, vi.m_localNode); 
 
   if (!checkDataStr("1.0", &vi.m_system)) 
      failStr2(msg, "m_system", "1.0", (char *)&vi.m_system); 
 
   if (!checkDataRaw(&vi.m_target, 4, 0x02, 0x00, 0x00, 0x02)) 
      failStr2(msg, "m_target", "02 00 00 02", toHex(tmp, &vi.m_target)); 
 
   if (!checkDataRaw(&vi.m_config, 4, 0x00, 0x00, 0x05, 0x01)) 
      failStr2(msg, "m_config", "00 00 05 01", toHex(tmp, &vi.m_config)); 
 
   if (!checkDataStr("2.0", &vi.m_version)) 
      failStr2(msg, "m_version", "2.0", (char *)&vi.m_version); 
} 

E.5 Cantata++ – C++ 
 
/*****************************************************************************/ 
/*                                                                           */ 
/*           Generated by the Cantata++ Test Driver 2.0 (build 21)           */ 
/*                                                                           */ 
/*       Cantata++ Test Driver (c) 2004 IPL Information Processing Ltd       */ 
/*                                                                           */ 
/*****************************************************************************/ 
/*                                                                           */ 
/* Test Script     : test_VIS_Server                                         */ 
/*                                                                           */ 
/* Unit Under Test : VIS_Server                                              */ 
/*                                                                           */ 
/*****************************************************************************/ 
 
 
/*****************************************************************************/ 
/* Environment Definition                                                    */ 
/*****************************************************************************/ 
 
#include <cppth.h>   /* Test Harness directives       */ 
/* IPG_START_ANALYSIS_INCLUDES */ 
/* IPG_END_ANALYSIS_INCLUDES */ 
 
#include "VISServerInterface.h" 
 
/* IPG_START_ANALYSIS_DEFINES */ 
/* IPG_END_ANALYSIS_DEFINES */ 
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/* Prototypes for test functions */ 
void run_tests(void); 
void Test_Can_Interface(void); 
 
/* IPG_START_ANALYSIS_PROTOTYPES */ 
/* IPG_END_ANALYSIS_PROTOTYPES */ 
 
#define FtpConnect ftp.connect("127.0.0.1", 21, "anonymous", "") 
#define VISServerCaption "VIS Server" 
#define VISServerPath "c:\\Patrik\\Star_Team_Copy\\VIS_Bas\\2.0 (R9) Base" + 
                      "\\5_components\\test\\Testserver.exe" 
#define VISServerArg "-c testserver.xml" 
 
/*****************************************************************************/ 
/* Test Control                                                              */ 
/*****************************************************************************/ 
 
void run_tests() 
{ 
    Test_Can_Interface(); 
 
/* IPG_START_ANALYSIS_CALLS */ 
/* IPG_END_ANALYSIS_CALLS */ 
} 
 
 
/*****************************************************************************/ 
/* Test Cases                                                                */ 
/*****************************************************************************/ 
 
void Test_Can_Interface() 
{ 
    START_TEST("Test_Can_Interface", 
               ""); 
        /* Expected Call Sequence  */ 
        EXPECTED_CALLS(""); 
 
        /* Test case checks and data */ 
        DWORD time; 
        NWM_Frame f; 
        f.NSPd = 0xA0; 
        f.SMMv = 1; 
        f.SMmv = 0; 
        f.SSF = 0; 
        f.Eef = false; 
        f.SILc = 0; 
        f.Amoo = 0; 
        f.ncPm = 0; 
        f.Dis = 1; 
        CanFrameHandle f1 = StartCanBusRepTX(0x704, 4, f); 
        time = GetTickCount() + 5000; 
        while (time > GetTickCount()); 
        CanFrameHandle f2 = StartCanBusRepTX(0x705, 5, f); 
        time = GetTickCount() + 5000; 
        while (time > GetTickCount()); 
        StopCanBusRepTX(f2); 
        time = GetTickCount() + 5000; 
        while (time > GetTickCount()); 
        StopCanBusRepTX(f1); 
 
        END_CALLS(); 
    END_TEST(); 
} 
 
 
 
/*****************************************************************************/ 
/* Program Entry Point                                                       */ 
/*****************************************************************************/ 
 
int main() 
{ 
 
    OPEN_LOG("test_VIS_Server.ctr", false); 
    SET_LOG_LEVEL(cppth_ll_normal); 
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    START_SCRIPT("VIS_Server", true); 
 
    run_tests(); 
 
    return !END_SCRIPT(true); 
} 
 
 
/*****************************************************************************/ 
/* Stub Functions                                                            */ 
/*****************************************************************************/ 
 
 
 
/*****************************************************************************/ 
/* Analysis Functions                                                        */ 
/*****************************************************************************/ 
 
/* IPG_START_ANALYSIS_CHECKS */ 
/* IPG_END_ANALYSIS_CHECKS */ 

E.6 WinRunner – TSL 
 
# 
# Test FTP Client 
# 
 
const NAME = "TEST FTP Client"; 
 
if (FTP_Connect(FTP_IP_ADDR, FTP_PORT, FTP_USER, FTP_PASSWD) == 0) 
{ 
   tl_step(NAME, FAIL, "Could not connect to FTP server."); 
   texit; 
} 
 
if (FTP_StartApp(FTP_SERVER_PATH, FTP_SERVER_ARGS) == 0) 
{ 
   tl_step(NAME, FAIL, "Could not start remote VIS Server application."); 
   texit; 
} 
 
if (FTP_Disconnect() == 0) 
{ 
   tl_step(NAME, FAIL, "Could not disconnect from FTP server."); 
   texit; 
} 
 
tl_step(NAME, PASS, "Started VIS Bas application on remote machine.") 
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